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Long waits online undermine users’ evaluations of Web sites and their providers, triggering abandonment
behaviors.  Yet e-business researchers and practitioners have not perfected mechanisms to respond to online
wait issues.  A filler interface that runs during the wait for search results may influence online users’ perceived
waiting time (PWT); however, no scientific investigation has attempted to design effective filler interfaces for
managing online waits.  By adopting resource allocation theory, cognitive absorption theory, and human
computer interaction (HCI) theories (competition for attention, visual search, and motion effect), we design
diverse filler interfaces and investigate their effects on antecedents of PWT.  The proposed research model
considers cognitive absorption factors such as temporal dissociation, focused immersion, and heightened
enjoyment as antecedents of PWT, which in turn triggers three outcomes:  affective appraisals, cognitive
appraisals, and Web site use intention. A multistage, multimethod approach is used to test the research
hypotheses.  In the first stage, we compare a filler interface condition with a no-filler interface condition, and
find the superiority of a filler interface with respect to inducing focused immersion and temporal dissociation. 
In the second stage, we conduct two controlled experiments to examine whether filler interfaces with various
designs (varying the presence and relevance of image, text, and image motion) distinctly influence antecedents
of PWT and confirm their distinctive effects on focused immersion, temporal dissociation, and heightened
enjoyment.  In addition, by conducting a structural equation modeling analysis, we find that our research model
explains 51 percent, 51 percent, 44 percent, and 45 percent of the variance in PWT, affective appraisals,
cognitive appraisals, and Web site use intention respectively.  Theoretical and practical implications of these
findings are provided. 
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Introduction

Customers not only demand quality, they also
demand speed.  They do not tolerate waiting in line
for long periods of time.

Katz et al. 1991, p. 44

Waiting, a pervasive and inseparable component of people’s
shopping or service-getting experience, negatively affects
their overall satisfaction with products, services, and stores
(Rajala and Hantula 2000; Tom and Lucey 1997; Weinberg
2000).  Studies in brick-and-mortar businesses confirm that
long waiting times create stress and dissatisfaction among
customers (Pruyn and Smidts 1998).  Researchers, therefore,
proposed various fillers such as music, news bulletins, and
magazines, which were shown to significantly reduce per-
ceived waiting time (PWT) (Antonides et al. 2002; Dellaert
and Kahn 1999; Katz et al. 1991).

Waiting also occurs online although online waiting differs
from traditional waiting in that (1) people have much shorter
time expectations and are more impatient online, (2) online
visitors’ PWT can be manipulated with Web site design com-
ponents, and (3) the impact of waiting on evaluations of ser-
vices or merchants may be greater online than in brick-and-
mortar environments.  A recent study reports that the maxi-
mum tolerable waiting time online is only two seconds (Nah
2004).  Long waiting times may be the single greatest prob-
lem for e-business, resulting in online customer frustration
and negative attitudes, which in turn may cause purchase
abandonment and customer switching behavior (Dennis and
Taylor 2006; Galletta et al. 2004; Rajala and Hantula 2000;
Rose et al. 2005).

Most studies in the Information Systems domain tackle issues
of actual waiting and response time by focusing on tech-
nological solutions (e.g., Shneiderman and Plaisant 2010). 
While this approach has its contributions by focusing on the
“attributable delay” (Rose and Straub 2001; Rose et al. 2005),
companies can only invest so much in advanced systems,
servers, databases, and networks (Rose et al. 2005).  Thus, the
online wait problem may not be solved by only using tech-
nical solutions (Ryan and Valverde 2006).  Under these cir-
cumstances, it becomes crucial for e-businesses to minimize
not only the objective or actual waiting time but also their
customers’ perceived waiting time (Dube-Rioux et al. 1989;
Katz et al. 1991).

Results from previous research also seem to support the
importance of considering not only objective (measured) time,
but also the perceived dimension of the wait.  For instance,
Barnett and Saponaro (1985) and Hornik (1984) suggested

that the length of the wait can be more appropriately mea-
sured by PWT than by objective waiting time.  Other authors
showed that PWT may be more important than objective time
in determining customer experience, evaluation, and behavior
(Barnett and Saponaro 1985; Davis and Vollmann 1990;
Taylor 1994; Tom and Lucey 1997).  In addition, Thompson
et al. (1996) noted that shorter PWT was associated with a
positive overall satisfaction while actual waiting time was not. 
Tom and Lucey (1997) also found that customer satisfaction
was determined by PWT rather than the objective time. 
Finally, a study by Rose et al. (2005) revealed that the objec-
tive download delay was not a critical determinant of the
attitude toward an e-retailer.

Thus, we choose to focus on PWT (rather than objective time)
as the construct of interest in an online wait environment.  A
potential means to reduce PWT online involves a filler
interface (Gorn et al. 2004), which is an interface that users
see while they wait for search results or expected outputs.  A
filler interface can include diverse Web design components
such as images, text, progress bar, background color, or multi-
media, and is pervasively used in e-business environments,
especially online travel sites.  However, there is currently no
scientific investigation into the effectiveness of such filler
interfaces in managing time perceptions online or their design
characteristics.  Therefore, this study tackles the following
research questions:

(1) Can a filler interface be used to influence PWT in an
online environment?

(2) If so, what design characteristics of a filler interface can
be used in order to effectively manipulate users’ percep-
tions of online wait and foster positive evaluations of the
Web site?

With this objective, we first build a research model by inte-
grating multiple theories:  resource allocation (Zakay 1989;
Zakay and Hornik 1991), cognitive absorption (Agarwal and
Karahanna 2000), and human–computer interaction (HCI)
theories, namely competition for attention (Janiszewski 1998),
visual search (Bacon and Egeth 1994; Folk et al. 1992; Yantis
and Egeth 1999), and motion effect (Ball and Tronick 1971;
Barten et al. 1971; Detenber et al. 1998; Simons et al. 2000;
Simons et al. 1999).  Second, using these theoretical lenses,
we propose that when users see a well-designed filler inter-
face, they can reach a state of deep involvement with the
interface (called cognitive absorption) which directly impacts
their PWT.  We develop hypotheses for investigating the
effects of the presence and various designs of filler interfaces
on cognitive absorption factors such as focused immersion,
temporal dissociation, and heightened enjoyment.  We then
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examine the nomological network of these constructs, PWT,
and overall evaluations of a Web site.  In order to test the
proposed hypotheses and validate our research model, we
develop a simulated online travel site with diverse filler
interfaces in three controlled experiments.  Texts and images
are used as design components, which we manipulate with
regard to their presence, level of relevance, and image motion.
Results from three controlled experiments as well as the struc-
tural equation model analysis are presented and elaborated. 
Finally, we discuss theoretical contributions, practical impli-
cations, and future research directions from our findings.

Theoretical Background

We build our study around three theoretical bases:  resource
allocation theory, cognitive absorption theory, and three HCI
theories, namely competition for attention theory, visual
search theory, and motion effect theory.  We describe each
theory in detail in the following sections.

Resource Allocation Theory

Resource allocation theory (Kahneman 1973; Zakay 1989) is
rooted in a view where there is a limited pool of processing
resources (i.e., attention, capacity, or cognitive effort) pos-
sessed by humans (Hirst and Kalmar 1987; Kahneman 1973;
McNeil et al. 1991; Navon and Gopher 1979).  The premise
of the theory is that individuals are naturally occupied with
the passage of time and actively engage in time estimation
during the entire waiting period.  In other words, people per-
ceive longer wait duration if they pay more attention to the
wait and their time is not “filled” (Maister 1985).  Meanwhile,
if nontemporal objects (or stimuli) are introduced during the
wait, people allocate a certain amount of resources to pro-
cessing and reacting to the stimuli, which results in reduced
resource allocation for time estimation (Zakay 1989).  That is,
if more nontemporal information processing (distracter or
stimulus) is required, a person allocates fewer resources
(attention) to the temporal information and vice versa.

Researchers (e.g., Taylor 1994) actively applied this theory
for predicting customers’ estimation of wait (delay) duration. 
They noted that providing individuals with feedback or
various stimuli by filling the waiting time can distract their
attention from the passage of time and the duration of an
event (Baker and Cameron 1996; Gorn et al. 2004; Zviran et
al. 2006).  This is because provision of such stimuli leads
individuals to allocate more cognitive resources for pro-
cessing the stimuli-related information rather than actual time

estimation (Zakay and Hornik 1991).  Hence, less attention is
paid to the wait itself, which results in shorter time estimates. 
Several studies validated this theory in various contexts such
as telephone waiting and delayed flights (Antonides et al.
2002; Dellaert and Kahn 1999; Katz et al. 1991; Taylor 1994),
and download delay on the Internet (Rose et al. 2005).

Cognitive Absorption Theory

A rather new theoretical perspective that explains online
users’ holistic experiences with using new technologies is
cognitive absorption theory (Agarwal and Karahanna 2000).
Cognitive absorption theory is rooted in psychological
theories that conceptualize absorption as a trait (Tellegen
1982), theory of flow (Csikszentmihalyi 1990), and cognitive
engagement theory (Webster and Ho 1997).  Agarwal and
Karahanna (2000) integrated these theoretical bases and
further explored the realm of cognitive absorption in an online
environment.  As opposed to past conceptualizations of
absorption as a trait, Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) view
cognitive absorption as a state which captures the essence of
an individual’s subjective experiences and which can be an
outcome of a particular configuration of individual and situa-
tional factors (p. 668).  In their view, cognitive absorption is
“a state of deep involvement with software” (p. 665).  Cogni-
tive absorption captures the totality of an individual’s
experience with new technologies and is likely to be achieved
with hedonic technologies that are “visually rich and ap-
pealing” (Agarwal and Karahanna 2000, p. 688), which is the
case of many Web interfaces.

Cognitive absorption in an online environment encompasses
five dimensions (Agarwal and Karahanna 2000):  (1) temporal
dissociation, (2) focused attention, (3) heightened enjoyment,
(4) control, and (5) curiosity.  Temporal dissociation refers to
an individual’s inability to register the passage of time while
engaged in an activity.  Focused immersion represents an
experience of total engagement, where other attentional
demands are rather ignored.  Heightened enjoyment captures
the pleasurable aspects of the interaction while control repre-
sents a user’s perception of being in charge of the interaction.
Finally, curiosity refers to the extent to which the experience
arouses an individual’s sensory and cognitive curiosity.

Previous research shows that cognitive absorption success-
fully predicts individuals’ IT acceptance behaviors.  For
example, cognitive absorption was found to have positive
associations with perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-
use while using the World Wide Web (Agarwal and Kara-
hanna 2000).  Saade and Bahli (2005) defined cognitive
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absorption as time distortion, focused immersion, and
heightened enjoyment, and noted its positive influence on
perceived usefulness and ease-of-use on Internet-based
learning systems.  In a virtual team environment, Rutkowski
et al. (2007) found that teams with focused immersion and
time distortion showed high performance.  Finally, Roca et al.
(2006) identified a significant influence of cognitive absorp-
tion on e-learning service satisfaction.

While several studies used the construct of cognitive absorp-
tion to investigate outcomes such as acceptance and perfor-
mance, few studies looked at the actual formation of cognitive
absorption perceptions.  In fact, Agarwal and Karahanna
strongly advised researchers to further their inquiry into the
nomological net of cognitive absorption in order to identify
other predictors of cognitive absorption (p. 687).  They also
suggested more research focus on measuring cognitive
absorption during usability testing of Web sites in lab settings
(p. 689).  In this study, we center our inquiry on the first three
dimensions of cognitive absorption theory since the latter two
dimensions do not correspond to our proposed model.2

HCI Theories:  Competition for Attention,
Visual Search, and Motion Effect

Researchers in the HCI domain have a long history of investi-
gating designs of usable interfaces (Morrison and Vogel
1998), Web sites (Nielsen 2000), and virtual worlds (Lee et
al. 2009).   This study refers to three relevant HCI theories—
namely, competition for attention, visual search, and motion
effect—to provide the theoretical foundation for the design of
various filler interfaces and hypotheses formulation in our
study.  These theories are based on the notion that individuals
have a limited amount of attention and information processing
capabilities available (Kahneman 1973) and they selectively
process information by responding to various stimuli in their
visual field (Van der Heijden 1992).  Attention, however, can
be influenced by provision of various stimuli.  As a response
to stimuli, individuals develop an “orienting response”
(Ohman 1977) that holds attention if the stimuli are different
from others (Janiszewski 1998), relevant to the task (Yantis
and Egeth 1999), or moving (Nielsen 2000).  Each of the
theories we discuss below provides us with a basis for under-
standing the various stimuli that may capture and hold users’

attention when placed on filler interfaces, thus influencing
waiting time perceptions.

Competition for attention theory (Janiszewski 1998) states
that focal and non-focal objects compete for attention within
an individual’s visual field.  When an object is the focus of
attention, other objects will constantly compete for attention
with the focal object.  This theory is rooted in the physiology
of the human visual system with emphasis on where visual
receptors are located on the retina and how they process
information from a focus area.  Thus, humans’ visual system
recognizes differences in the intensity of signals generated by
objects located within their visual field (Janiszewski 1998;
Steinman and Levinson 1990).  Because human attention span
is limited (Woodside and Clokey 1974), more attention-
getting objects would determine focused attention (Hong et al.
2005; Janiszewski 1998).  Salience and distance of an object
from the visual field determine the amount of attention an
object receives.  As objects are located further away from the
visual point of focus, they become harder to see and therefore
less likely to compete for attention.  Increased salience of the
visual object (e.g., contrast, size, layout, and content), how-
ever, maximizes the likelihood an object will be selected for
viewing (Janiszewski 1998).

A salient visual object is one that can be efficiently detected
in visual search (Yantis and Egeth 1999).  Hence salience can
be granted by any feature or stimulus that is perceived as
locally unique in the visual field (Yantis and Egeth 1999). 
Color, size, orientation, and motion are examples of such
stimuli.  For example, researchers in experimental psychology
(e.g., Yantis and Jonides 1984) found evidence that a target
with distinct characteristics captured more attention and
detection faster when the target was distinct from others (e.g.,
a sudden-onset).  Todd and Kramer (1994) also found that
uniquely colored or luminous letters can capture more
attention in a search task.

In sum, competition for attention theory suggests that by
manipulating various stimuli, a visual object can receive more
attention than others.  It also suggests that attention is cap-
tured solely by the properties of the stimulus, even if the
stimulus is irrelevant to the task at hand.  This theory can be
applied in a Web environment in order to understand how
visual design stimuli on a filler interface may shift indi-
viduals’ attention to a focal point on the interface targeted by
the stimuli.  Only a few researchers applied this theory in IS
(Hong et al. 2005; Jiang and Benbasat 2007) and found a
significant effect of visual presentation formats in interface
design on performance measures (information search time and
recall) as well as attitudes toward the Web site.  Jiang and

2We did not include perceived uncertainty and control because they were not
appropriate for this study context where (1) wait duration is very short;
(2) wait duration information is not provided; and (3) participants of con-
trolled experiments inherently expect to see search results instead of being
concerned about not seeing the search results.
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Benbasat (2007) also found significant influence of salient
presentation modes of the products on perceived diagnosticity
and focused attention.  They found that the more interactive
and vivid the images of products, the more favorable the
attitudes toward the Web site and its products.

Visual search theory (Bacon and Egeth 1994; Folk et al. 1992;
Yantis and Egeth 1999) challenges the view that attention is
directed in a pure stimulus-driven fashion.  Various authors in
experimental psychology distinguish between stimulus-driven
attentional guidance and goal-directed attentional guidance
(Bacon and Egeth 1992; Hillstrom and Yantis 1994).
Stimulus-driven attentional guidance occurs when attention is
drawn to a stimulus that is task-irrelevant.  On the other hand,
goal-directed attentional guidance occurs when individuals
shift their attention to an object in their visual field based on
task characteristics.  Visual search theory postulates that
individuals selectively allocate their attention into processing
information in their visual field (e.g., user interfaces) based
not only on the salience of the objects presented to them but
most importantly on their perceived relevance to a search
task.  Specifically, visual search theorists note that object
salience alone (e.g., contrast, color, size, movement) is not
sufficient in drawing users’ attention.  The object of attention
also needs to be perceived as relevant to the search task.  In
other words, individuals may ignore visually salient objects
on Web sites if they perceive them to be irrelevant to their
tasks.

Various researchers in experimental psychology support this
claim.  For instance, Yantis and Egeth (1999) found that in
visual search, search efficiency increased with the degree of
useful information provided about the stimulus as well as its
visual salience.  Folk et al. (1992) argued that attention shifts
can never completely be stimulus-driven because they are
modulated by an individual’s attentional control setting which
is a “function of current behavioral goals” (p. 1041).  They
suggested that shifts of attention are critically dependent on
the relationship between the stimulus properties and task
demands (p. 1030).  Very few researchers in IS used this
theory to investigate online user behaviors (Hong et al. 2005).
In the context of our study, this theory provides important
insights into including task-relevant text and images on filler
interfaces and investigating their impact on waiting time
perceptions.

Motion effect theory is grounded in neurological science and
biological mechanisms of human information processing. 
Motion constitutes a fundamental aspect of the physical world
and the human brain has specialized nerve cells that detect
and process motion (Anstis et al. 1998; Goldstein 1989;

Spilman 1999).  Motion detection is a biological enduring
disposition (Hong et al. 2007), which is the direct result of
humans’ innate predisposition for moving objects (Ball and
Tronick 1971; Barten et al. 1971).  In essence, this theory pre-
dicts that as compared to static images, moving images
capture more attentional and emotional resources (Detenber
et al. 1998; Diao and Sundar 2004; Fasolo et al. 2006; Hong
et al. 2007; Simons et al. 2000; Simon et al. 1999) because
motion continuously presents individuals with new informa-
tion.   Moving images have also an overwhelming effect on
human peripheral vision (Girelli and Luck 1997).  Hence a
stimulus that moves within the peripheral vision attracts
attention quickly (Nielsen 2000) because the stimulus disturbs
the systems’ equilibrium (Goldstein 1989).  As a result, there
is a sudden attention shift or “orienting response” (Lang
1990) including an eye fixation on the locus of change
(Goldstein 1989).  The “oriented response” caused by moving
images can take two forms:  (1) more focused user attention
on the moving object (Diao and Sundar 2004; Fasolo et al.
2006; Hong et al. 2005, 2007) and (2) emotional responses
including both self-reported arousal (or excitement) and
physiological emotions as measured by a sudden deceleration
of heart rate or an increase in skin conductance (Detenber et
al. 1998; Ravaja 2004; Simons et al. 2000; Simon et al. 1999).

Researchers in marketing and Web advertising have adopted
this theory in the context of moving (or animated) images on
Web interfaces.  For instance, Diao and Sundar (2004) found
that stimuli such as pop-up ads elicited orienting responses
more than static ads.  They concluded that people are apt to
orient automatically toward mediated objects that are novel in
the immediate visual domain (p. 556). Phillips and Lee (2005)
investigated the effect of using animated spokes-characters
(animated beings or objects used to promote a product or
service) in Internet advertising and found that animation
increased character liking and perceived entertainment, and
fostered positive attitudes toward the Web site.  Other authors
in marketing showed that displaying a product in an animated
format favored its choice over a product presented in a static
format (e.g., Fasolo et al. 2006).  In addition, researchers in
communication and mass-media showed that messages
delivered by a moving-face newscaster were associated with
greater emotional arousal than the ones delivered statically
(Ravaja 2004).

A few researchers in IS have investigated the effects of
moving images (or animation) in information search and
browsing activities (Hong et al. 2005, 2007; Lai et al. 2009).
In these studies, moving images were conceptualized as
banner ad animations (Bayles 2002; Burke et al. 2005), non-
banner ad animations on Web pages (Hong et al. 2007), and
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flash (Hong et al. 2005; Lai et al. 2009).  Generally, these
studies found that animation attracted Web users’ attention
(Hong et al. 2007).

Hypotheses Development, Research
Methodology, and Results

The theories presented earlier provide us with a firm founda-
tion for exploring alternative filler interface designs and
evaluating their effectiveness on PWT during online waits.
However, because of scarcity of past empirical studies in the
areas of filler interfaces and online time perceptions, we
decided to adopt a more conservative, two-step approach to
build and validate our main research hypotheses.  As a first
step in this direction, we conducted an initial exploratory
study (Study 1) to establish whether the presence of a filler
interface significantly affects online users’ cognitive absorp-
tion perceptions, particularly focused immersion and temporal
dissociation.  Secondly, given significant findings from Study
1 (strong and significant filler interface presence effect), we
designed two subsequent experimental studies (Study 2 and
Study 3) to test finer grained hypotheses regarding alternate
designs in filler interfaces and their impacts on users’ cogni-
tive time perceptions online.  Finally, we conducted a nomo-
logical network analysis in order to examine hypotheses
related to the effects of filler interfaces on cognitive absorp-
tion dimensions, perceived waiting time online, attitudes, and
Web site use intention.  The hypotheses, research design, and
results of each study are described in the next sections.
Table 1 provides a summary for the designs of each of the
three experimental studies.

First Stage:  Validate the Presence
Effect of a Filler Interface

Study 1:  Research Hypotheses

Before we explore the various design characteristics of filler
interfaces, we seek to investigate whether the presence of the
filler interface itself has an impact on cognitive absorption
dimensions such as focused immersion and temporal disso-
ciation.

Focused immersion is an experience of total engagement
where other attentional demands are essentially ignored
(Agarwal and Karahanna 2000) and a person gives full
attention to the task in which he is involved (Shin 2006).  This
state of immersion in an activity is sometimes referred to as

“focused attention” (Shin 2006).  Generally, during waits,
time is perceived as passing more slowly (Block 1990) if an
individual’s attention is focused primarily on time rather than
anything else (e.g., other stimuli).  Competition for attention
theory supports the assertion that various stimuli (e.g., a filler
interface) can focus online users’ attention (Janiszewski
1998).  Based on this theory, provision of a filler interface
during online waits will focus users’ attention such that the
filler interface receives more attention than other competing
objects in the visual environment.  This claim was also sup-
ported in online e-business contexts (Hong et al. 2005).
Hence, we propose that in online wait contexts, the presence
of a filler interface equipped with various visual cues will
shift users’ attention away from the wait itself and create a
feeling of focused immersion in the interaction with the filler. 
Thus, we propose the following:

H1a: Web sites with filler interfaces will create more
focused immersion than Web sites without filler
interfaces.

Temporal dissociation refers to users’ inability to register the
passage of time while engaged in the interaction with the filler
interface (Agarwal and Karahanna 2000).  Consistent with
resource allocation theory and competition for attention
theory, providing individuals with stimuli (e.g., filler inter-
face) during online waits can cause them to concentrate on the
interaction with the stimuli and results in their inability to
recognize the passage of time (Hui and Tse 1996; Janiszewski
1998; Zakay 1989; Zakay and Hornick 1991).  For instance,
in a physical service environment, various fillers (e.g., room
decorations, background music, magazines, TV, or video)
were found to distract individuals’ attention from passage of
time (Antonides et al. 2002; Dellaert and Kahn 1999; Katz et
al. 1991).  In addition, competition for attention theory im-
plies that provision of a filler interface as a focal stimulus
during online waits may shift individuals’ attention toward the
filler stimulus.  Thus, in the competition for attention process
between the focal filler interface stimulus and other objects in
the visual environment, the filler interface tends to gain more
attention.  Such filler interface stimuli provided to users
during online waits can also contribute to the perception that
the time interval is “filled” (Maister 1985), thus creating
temporal dissociation.   In other words, provision of a filler
interface can “fill” the time between users entering a search
term and waiting for the outcome by attracting their attention
to the information presented on the interface which in turn can
result in distracted attention from the online wait.  Thus, we
propose that Web sites with filler interfaces will help create
more temporal dissociation from wait than sites without such
filler interfaces.  This logic is reflected in H1b:
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Table 1.  Summary of Study Designs

Experiments Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Structural Equation Model

Objective Examine the presence
effect of a filler
interface

Examine the presence
effect of image and text
in a filler interface

Examine the effect of
the relevance of image
and text, and the image
motion 

Examine the nomological
network between the ante-
cedents of PWT, PWT, and
overall Web experience

Subject Business school
students (n = 112)

Business school
students (n = 127)

Business school
students (n = 228)

Business school students
(n = 355; pool the data of
study 2 and 3)

Independent
Variables
(Exogenous)

Presence of a filler
interface

Presence of image
Presence of text

Relevance of image
Relevance of text
Image motion

TD, FI, HE

Dependent 
Variables
(Endogenous)

TD, FI TD, FI TD, FI, HE PWT
CA, AA, UI

Method Controlled Experiment Controlled Experiment Controlled Experiment Structural Equation Model
Analysis

TD:  Time Dissociation; FI:  Focused Immersion; HE:  Heightened Enjoyment; PWT:  Perceived Waiting Time; CA:  Cognitive Appraisals; AA: 
Affective Appraisals; UI:  Use Intention

H1b: Web sites with filler interfaces will create more
temporal dissociation than Web sites without filler
interfaces.

Study 1:  Research Method and Procedure 

The goal of Study 1 is to examine the effectiveness of filler
interfaces in an online wait context.  Specifically, we seek to
demonstrate that showing online users a filler interface while
waiting for search results leads them to perceive higher
focused immersion and temporal dissociation than waiting
without seeing a filler interface.  To test this thesis, we con-
ducted a controlled experiment in order to examine the effect
of the presence of a filler interface.  We employed this
approach because a well-designed lab experiment using actual
controls can lead to a deeper understanding of the fundamen-
tal principles of human interaction with computers (Rajala
and Hantula 2000; Shneiderman and Plaisant 2010).

We designed a simulated online travel Web site for airline
ticket purchases (see sample interfaces in Appendix A).  Our
online travel site, TravelDepot, mimicked major online travel
sites.  Except for the no-filler interface condition (which only
included an input and an output screen), all experimental
conditions included an input screen, a filler interface, and an
output screen.  All screens were designed with a blue-colored
background which was deemed to provide the greatest
relaxation in both physical and online environments (Gorn et
al. 2004).

The simulated travel site used in this experiment was designed
to work as follows.  An input screen contained two main
drop-down boxes for the departure city (Kansas City) and
destination (Las Vegas).  In order to control the experimental
conditions, only these two cities were included on the site. 
After entering all inputs including departure and return date
and number of passengers, users clicked the “Find Flight”
button to start the search process.  In all scenarios other than
the “no filler” one, a filler interface was shown to users during
the 16-second wait duration.3  An output screen followed the
filler interface which showed users various flight schedules. 
Each subject selected a flight option by clicking the “Select
This Flight” button which in turn triggered a questionnaire.

In order to recruit subjects for this experiment, we distributed
fliers and class announcements to business school students at
a large public midwestern U.S. university who had at least a
one-time online purchase experience through an online travel
site.  Of the 132 subjects recruited, 15 students did not show
up for the experiment, and 5 did not successfully complete the
survey, leaving a total of 112 usable responses (response rate
= 85%).   The participants’ mean age was 20.5 years (SD =
3.4 years) and 55 percent were females.  They had an average

3For setting the waiting time in our experiments, we randomly created 100
scenarios of travel search with different departing dates, arrival dates,
departure places, arrival places, and number of passengers.  Next we assessed
the average waiting time by entering this search information into four
commercial travel search Web sites, which provided an average waiting time
of 16.5 seconds (SD = 5.62).
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of 6.7 years Internet use experience and 4 times online travel
site use experience.  The participation was voluntary,
although students could earn class participation points and an
opportunity to win a sweepstake (small cash prize) in return
for their participation.

Each participant arrived at the computer lab at a designated
time.  Two different TravelDepot Web applications (with and
without a filler interface) were installed on 32 PCs in a
computer lab.  Participants were instructed to complete the
input screen (including the departure city, destination, date,
time, and number of passengers), wait, and then review the
results.  The filler interface was designed to include one
image (e.g., flight attendant) and one piece of text.  The
selected image and text were similar to the ones most often
used in commercial online travel sites (e.g., “TravelDepot
always strives to offer the best price and flight selection for
customers like you.  Please wait while we are searching for
your flights.  Thank you very much.”).  The length of text
(approximately 30 words) was determined by averaging the
length of text shown in filler interfaces of various commercial
sites.  In the case of the no-filler interface condition, users
waited for the search results while seeing the original Travel
Depot input screen.  Participants were randomly assigned to
a filler interface condition (n = 57) and a no-filler condition
(n = 55).   The total amount of time required to complete the
task was no more than 30 minutes.

Out of the five variables introduced in cognitive absorption
theory, focused immersion and temporal dissociation were
selected as two dependent variables for Study 1.  Curiosity,
perceived control, and heightened enjoyment were not appro-
priate for this study because (1) wait duration was very short,
(2) wait duration information was not provided, and (3) the
filler interfaces contained generic images/text which would
not elicit hedonic perceptions.

Based on our literature review, we identified four focused
immersion items from Agarwal and Karahanna’s (2000) study
(see a list of instrument items in Appendix B).  In order to
ensure content validity, items were pretested with eight
experts, consisting of faculty members, doctoral students, and
customers using online travel sites.  Subsequently, some
modifications were made to the wording and format of the
instrument.

Study 1:  Analysis of Psychometric
Properties and Results

We conducted an exploratory factor analysis in order to
(1) determine the psychometric properties of the instrument
for focused immersion and temporal dissociation, and

(2) investigate the convergent and discriminant validity and
reliability.  As shown in Table 2, the items measuring the
same construct correlated with one another, and their factor
loading scores were all greater than .7, in support of conver-
gent validity.  All Eigenvalues of the constructs were greater
than 1 (FI = 5.01, TD = 2.32).  Further, all items correlated
more closely with other items intended to measure the same
factor than with items used to measure a different construct,
providing evidence of construct validity.  Finally, all con-
structs exhibited Cronbach’s alphas greater than .916, which
demonstrate adequate reliability.

A MANOVA test was conducted to examine the effect of the
presence of a filler interface on temporal dissociation and
focused immersion.  We found a significant effect of the
presence of a filler interface (Wilks’ λ = 14.361, p < .001).
This result implies that a Web site with a filler interface
performed better than one without such an interface in terms
of drawing users’ attention while waiting, as well as inducing
perceptions that   time passed faster.  Subsequent ANOVA
tests showed that participants in the filler interface condition
perceived significantly higher levels of focused immersion
(MeanF = 4.25, MeanNF = 2.98, F = 33.04, p < .001) and
temporal dissociation (MeanF = 3.91, MeanNF = 3.01, F =
18.81, p < .001) than those in the no-filler interface condition. 
Thus, H1 was supported.  Once the presence effect of a filler
interface was established, we proceeded to the second stage
and conducted Study 2 and Study 3 to further explore the
various designs of filler interfaces and their impact on wait
perceptions online.

Second Stage:  Validate Effects of Diverse
Filler Interface Designs on Time Perceptions

Encouraged by the significant findings from Study 1 showing
a strong presence effect of a filler interface in manipulating
cognitive absorption perceptions online, we attempt to
investigate further alternate designs of a filler interface and
their subsequent impacts.  From the theoretical bases pre-
sented earlier, we examine diverse filler interface designs by
manipulating the presence and relevance of images and text
and image motion.  We develop and test hypotheses regarding
the effects of the manipulated filler interfaces on online users’
cognitive absorption dimensions (in particular, focused
immersion, temporal dissociation, and heightened enjoyment)
through two experimental studies (Study 2 and Study 3).  We
conduct a nomological analysis to examine relationships
between diverse filler interfaces designs, cognitive absorption
dimensions, PWT, attitudes (both cognitive and affective
appraisals), and Web site use intention (see the research
model in Figure 1).  The relationships proposed in the model
are explained in detail below.
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Table 2.  Study 1:  Exploratory Factor Analysis

Component

FI TD

FI1 .179 .902

FI2 .159 .917

FI3 .144 .954

FI4 .214 .928

TD1 .804 .278

TD2 .840 .190

TD3 .875 .092

TD4 .884 .115

TD5 .851 .156

Figure 1.  Research Model
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Study 2:  Research Hypotheses—Presence
of Image/Text

Prior research using resource allocation theory suggested that
the provision of cues (e.g., magazines, music, etc.) can
successfully attract users’ attention and cause them to become
unconscious of the passage of time in various wait contexts
such as banking, telephone calls, restaurants, hospitals, and
delayed flights (Antonides et al. 2002; Dellaert and Kahn
1999; Katz et al. 1991; Taylor 1994).  Such cues constitute
distractions that cause individuals to perceive shorter time
durations (Durrande-Moreau 1999; Pruyn and Smidts 1998;
Ryan and Valverde 2006; Taylor 1994).

In filler interface design, cues such as image and text are per-
vasively used in commercial Web sites for achieving similar
goals (including online advertising).  Such textual or image
cues are salient visual stimuli that can be detected efficiently
in the visual domain (Yantis and Egeth 1999), thus impacting
waiting time perceptions.  Researchers in the marketing field
also investigated the effects of text and images as stimuli in
advertising.  For instance, Rosbergen et al. (1997) designed
four stimuli for a shampoo ad, namely body text,
image/picture (female with long hair), headline, and packshot
(generic shampoo bottle).  Therefore, these reasons prompt us
to investigate the presence of text/image as cues in filler
interface design and examine their impacts on online waits.

Researchers in HCI and experimental psychology (Janis-
zewski 1998; Todd and Kramer 1994; Yantis and Egeth 1999;
Yantis and Jonides 1984) suggest a significant influence of
visual cues in user interface design on drawing users’ atten-
tion.  They point out that an artifact with distinct salient
characteristics (e.g., text, images, or both) is highly likely to
be selected for viewing and captures more attention than other
competing artifacts on user interfaces.  In addition, Morrison
and Vogel (1998) found that visual presentations with images
and text attracted customers’ attention more significantly (i.e.,
higher focused immersion).  Other researchers (Appiah 2006;
Chaiken and Eagly 1983; Greenwald and Leavitt 1984; Jiang
and Benbasat 2005) found that images and text can attract and
hold users’ attention.  Thus, we propose that online users who
encounter a filler interface with visual cues will be more
immersed in the interaction as compared to those who
encounter a filler interface without these cues.  H2 reflects
this logic.

H2: Filler interfaces with visual design cues lead to higher
focused immersion than no-filler interface.

In addition, based on competition for attention theory, we can
expect that a filler interface with visual elements (text,

images, or both) will direct individuals’ cognitive attention
toward the visual stimuli presented on the interface, hence
creating a temporal dissociation.  This is because, as the
theory suggests, salience of an object within the visual field
determines the amount of attention an object receives.  In
addition, when an object is in focal attention (based on
stimuli), the human visual system recognizes differences in
the intensity of signals generated by the focal object in the
visual field (Janiszewski 1998; Steinman and Levinson 1990)
and ignores all other competing objects (e.g., waiting time).
As human attention span is limited (Woodside and Clokey
1974), salient design elements on filler interfaces (text/image)
can become attention-getting objects and thus create temporal
dissociation from the passage of time (Zakay 1989).

Thereby, we posit that online users who encounter a filler
interface with visual design cues (such as text, images, or
both) will be less occupied with the actual passage of time
and will perceive more temporal dissociation as compared to
individuals who interact with an interface that lacks such
visual cues.  Thus, we formalize H3:

H3: Filler interfaces with visual design cues lead to higher
temporal dissociation than no-filler interface.

Study 3:  Research Hypotheses—Relevance
of Image/Text, Image Motion

According to visual search theory, the relevance of text and
images on filler interfaces can also play a major role in
influencing time perceptions during online waits.  Based on
the level of relevance, we distinguish two types of text/
images:  generic and relevant.  Generic text/images are those
that do not deliver direct, beneficial information to their
viewers and are task-irrelevant (Bacon and Egeth 1994). 
From our observation of commercial Web sites, most of them
primarily use generic images and/or text on their filler inter-
faces.  For example, inclusion of a flight attendant image or
company logo on the filler interface of a travel Web site does
not provide customers with specific valuable information.  In
contrast, relevant text/images on filler interfaces are directly
associated with the online search goals and are relevant to the
tasks users undertake (Bacon and Egeth 1994).  For instance,
a filler interface with text or images related to the destination
of a flight search provides relevant information for users’
goals.  Few IS researchers distinguished between task-
relevant and task-irrelevant online search contexts (e.g., Hong
et al. 2005).  In this study, we investigate the effects of both
generic (task-irrelevant) and relevant text/images as design
characteristics of filler interfaces on users’ perceptions of
online wait.
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Researchers using visual search theory (Hong et al. 2005;
Hillstorm and Yantis 1994; Lamy and Tsal 1999) suggested
that salient objects draw users’ attention only when they are
perceived as relevant to their tasks.  Other authors found
similar results.  For example, Petty et al. (1983) suggest that
people are motivated to exert more cognitive effort (involve-
ment) when the relevance of the message is high.  Similarly,
Park and Young (1986) argue that when people find informa-
tion to be personally relevant, they devote considerably more
attentional capacity to process that information at a deeper
level.

Relevant design elements can also create feelings of focused
immersion in the interaction with the interface by attracting
users’ attention and engaging them in processing the relevant
information.  As previously noted, simple stimuli (such as text
or images) may not be sufficient to attract users’ attention. 
Visual search theorists suggest that attention shifts are criti-
cally dependent on the relationship between the stimulus
properties and task demands (Folk et al. 1992, p. 1030).
Task-relevant stimuli on filler interfaces can provide goal-
directed attentional guidance (Bacon and Egeth 1994; Hill-
strom and Yantis 1994) during online waits and, in some
cases, override stimulus-driven attentional guidance (Bacon
and Egeth 1994; Hillstorm and Yantis 1994; Yantis and Egeth
1999).  In addition, the relevant characteristics of the interface
may also induce a state of deep immersion with the filler
interface since the visual stimuli provided on the filler inter-
face are directly related to individuals’ behavioral goals (Folk
et al. 1992).  Thus, we believe that relevant design elements
on filler interfaces can stimulate people to involve in pro-
cessing those elements (Novak et al. 2000) and contribute to
creating a state of focused immersion.  Hence, we propose
H4:

H4: Filler interfaces with relevant design characteristics lead
to higher focused immersion than filler interfaces with
generic design characteristics.

As discussed previously, we capture the relevancy of visual
stimuli on a filler interface according to whether they are
pertinent to the information retrieval experience (task-
relevant).  Such relevant textual information or images should
draw individuals’ attention and distract them from the actual
time passage (i.e., temporal dissociation) (Hillstrom and
Yantis 1994; Lamy and Tsal 1999).  Therefore, we propose
that filler interfaces with relevant cues will create more
temporal dissociation for an individual than interfaces with
generic cues.  H5 is formalized as follows:

H5: Filler interfaces with relevant design characteristics lead
to higher temporal dissociation than filler interfaces with
generic design characteristics.

In addition, provision of relevant text or image(s) on the filler
interface can make the waiting experience more enjoyable
because users perceive pleasantness when they observe the
relevant images or read the relevant text that match their
search goals.  Previous studies suggested that by filling the
waiting time with various stimuli, individuals will experience
less anger because of the wait (Taylor 1994) and will also be
in a more positive mood (Cameron et al. 2003).  In contrast,
boredom may arise when individuals do not get enough
interesting information (Klapp 1986).  North et al. (1999)
suggested that providing individuals with engaging content
during waits or stimuli that fit individuals’ expectations could
make the waiting experience more interesting.  Finally,
Cameron et al. (2003) found that fillers such as music posi-
tively influenced affective reactions during waits.  We argue
that task-relevant information on filler interfaces constitutes
an engaging content which creates heightened enjoyment
during online waits.

In line with these arguments, we posit that relevant design
elements on filler interfaces can produce a pleasurable and
entertaining experience during online waits.  We thus
hypothesize:

H6: Filler interfaces with relevant design characteristics lead
to more heightened enjoyment than filler interfaces with
generic design characteristics.

As computer graphics and multimedia technologies advanced,
the use of animation (e.g., moving images/text, flashing
objects, pop-up ads on Web sites, animated products such as
viewing a piece of clothing from multiple angles, or animated
services such as viewing a slide show of hotel amenities) has
become increasingly popular on the Web (Zhang 2000).

In addition to being entertaining (Thomas and Calder 2001)
and increasing comprehension through information visuali-
zation (Mackinlay et al. 1994), animation attracts users’
attention to the animated content on the screen (Diao and
Sundar 2004; Fasolo et al. 2006; Hong et al. 2005, 2007;
Nielsen 2000).  Little IS research has examined the effect of
moving image designs on Web sites perceptions (Hong et al.
2005, 2007).  Such research is even scarcer when it comes to
investigating the effect of moving images on time perceptions
during online waits.  Researchers were prompted to conduct
studies on the use of moving objects on Web sites and investi-
gate their effects on PWT (Gorn et al. 2004).  We believe this
is a particularly important area of research because attention
is a very scarce resource on the Internet (Davenport and Beck
2001), and the average waiting time online is only two
seconds before users switch their attention elsewhere (Nah
2004).
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We use motion effect theory in order to investigate the effect
of image motion in filler interface design during online waits. 
We manipulate image motion by alternating various images
during a time interval, similar to an automated slideshow. 
This type of motion is referred to as tertiary motion (Zettl
1973), which is a sense of motion induced by a series of shots. 
In this type of motion, a series of images are presented in a
quick, sequential succession and the result is an illusion of
motion or animation (ChanLin 2000; Detenber and Reeves
1996; Heo 2006).  Such sequential image slideshows may be
considered one form of animation, which is generally defined
as a series of rapidly changing computer screen displays that
represent the illusion of motion (ChanLin 2000).

Motion effect theory generally postulates that human attention
is very sensitive to stimuli that embed motion.  Moving
images as stimuli encompass motion (Reeves and Nass 1996)
and are visually distinct from other stimuli (e.g., static
images) (Hong et al. 2007).   Such moving images create a
sudden change in human peripheral vision (Girelli and Luck
1997) by disturbing the status quo (Goldstein 1989) and a
sudden attention shift or “orienting response” (Lang 1990)
occurs.  The orienting response is a short-term attention
reaction (Lang 2000) evoked by certain stimuli that are either
moving, novel, meaningful, or surprising (Diao and Sundar
2004).  Research in various domains (including IS) shows that 
various types of animation (e.g., banner ads, flash) attract
users’ involuntary attention and direct individuals’ concen-
tration toward the moving object even if users are engaged in
preassigned tasks (Diao and Sundar 2004; Fasolo et al. 2006;
Hong et al. 2005, 2007).  In addition, moving images reduce
attentional resources available for the main information pro-
cessing task, thus negatively impacting recall as users need to
allocate more mental resources to suppress the distraction
(Hong et al. 2005).

Based on motion effect theory, we expect that filler interfaces
with moving images would induce a feeling of focused
immersion during online waits.  This conjecture is perfectly
in line with past research using motion effect theory, which
postulates that moving images attract users’ attention more
than static images.  Various studies in marketing and adver-
tising (Diao and Sundar 2004; Fasolo et al. 2006; Phillips and
Lee 2005), media and communication (Detenber et al. 1998;
Ravaja 2004; Simons et al. 2000; Simons et al. 1999) and IS
(Hong et al. 2005, 2007; Lai et al. 2009) showed that as
compared to static images, moving images captured more
attentional resources.  Moving images also appeared to sus-
tain attention for longer periods of time than static ones
(Simons et al. 2000).  Thus, we state H7a as follows:

H7a: Filler interfaces with moving images lead to higher
focused immersion than filler interfaces with static
images.

Furthermore, we propose that moving images on a filler
interface can induce an orienting response in the form of
temporal dissociation during online waits.  This claim is based
on the following logic:  (1) the orienting response caused by
moving images is a short-term reaction which fits the filler
interface environment and online waits, and (2) moving
images create a sudden attention shift on the source of motion,
thus attention is distracted away from the passage of time
itself.  We thus propose the following:

H7b: Filler interfaces with moving images lead to higher
temporal dissociation than filler interfaces with
static images.

Finally, moving images on a filler interface can also induce a
state of heightened enjoyment during online waits.  Previous
studies using motion effect theory showed that formal
properties of stimuli (e.g., moving images) create emotional
responses such as arousal, entertainment, or excitement (Lai
et al. 2009; Philips and Lee 2005; Reeves et al. 1999; Simons
et al. 2000).  In fact, Simons et al. (2000) found that moving
images were more physiologically arousing than static ones
regardless of whether image valence was positive, neutral, or
negative.  They authors concluded that the impact of image
motion on image-induced emotional responses was “inherent
to the motion itself” (p. 708).  We thus propose the following:

H7c: Filler interfaces with moving images lead to more
heightened enjoyment than filler interfaces with
static images.

Structural Equation Model:  Research
Hypotheses—Antecedents and
Consequences of PWT

In this section, we adopt cognitive absorption theory and the
literature of users’ attitude formation and technology accep-
tance to develop a nomological network among antecedents
of PWT, PWT, and its consequences.  We first focus on three
dimensions of cognitive absorption (temporal dissociation,
focused immersion, and heightened enjoyment) as antecedents
of PWT.  Then, based on the literature of users’ attitude
formation and technology acceptance, we select affective and
cognitive appraisals about the Web site and their use intention
as consequences of PWT.

As we noted previously, during waits, if individuals can
engage in distracting tasks that require their attention, they
will perceive a shorter waiting duration (Baker and Cameron
1996).  This is because people become so absorbed with an
activity that all irrelevant perceptions and thoughts simply
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fade away (Csikszentmihalyi 1990).  Such focused immersion
can be a result of greater focus on nontemporal cues provided
on a filler interface (e.g., text or images) (Zakay and Block
2004).   Aligned with resource allocation theory, if a concur-
rent, nontemporal task is more demanding, a person has fewer
cognitive resources available to allocate for temporal infor-
mation processing.  Thus, we argue that to the extent a filler
interface contains elements that draw users’ attention, they
will become largely immersed in the interaction with the filler
interface and in turn their PWT will be reduced.  H8a reflects
this logic:

H8a: Greater focused immersion due to a filler interface
will negatively relate to PWT in an online environ-
ment.

Further, temporal dissociation is an important antecedent of
PWT which affects an individual’s ability to note passage of
time during an interaction with the software (Agarwal and
Karahanna 2000).  If people achieve a state of temporal disso-
ciation during an online experience (based on various inter-
face designs), they tend to lose their sense of physical time
(Csikszentmihalyi 1990), hence they will perceive a shorter
time duration (i.e., shorter PWT) (Skadberg and Kimmel
2004).  This negative relationship between temporal disso-
ciation and PWT is widely recognized in past wait studies in
physical environments (Kellaris and Mantel 1994).  Along the
same vein, we expect that in online wait contexts, various
design elements of a filler interface can induce temporal
dissociation for people engaged in an online activity, which
in turn will reduce their PWT.  Thus,

H8b: Greater temporal dissociation due to a filler inter-
face will negatively relate to PWT in an online
environment.

In addition, to the extent that people experience heightened
enjoyment because of the design cues embedded in a filler
interface, PWT can decline.  Past research supports this argu-
ment.  For example, Hornik (1981) revealed that happy events
seemed shorter than somber ones.  Fraisse (1984) found that
interesting prose passages provided better enjoyment and
were judged shorter than boring ones.  North and Hargreaves
(1996) also pointed out that people perceived less waiting
time when they observed stimuli they liked, such as music. 
Therefore, we propose the following:

H8c: Heightened enjoyment due to a filler interface will
negatively relate to PWT in an online environment.

A Web site will likely induce negative attitudes when it is
preceded by a lengthy delay (Dellaert and Kahn 1999; Hui

and Tse 1996; Rose et al. 2005; Weinberg 2000).  Based on
recent research in social psychology, attitude consists of two
distinct dimensions namely affective appraisals and cognitive
appraisals (Kempf 1999; Trafimow and Sheeran 1998; Trafi-
mow et al. 2004; Wolfinbarger and Gilly 2003).  Affective
appraisals are evaluations based on feelings, emotions, and
gut reactions that individuals experience in relation to an
attractive object (Breckler 1984; Eagly and Chaiken 1993),
while cognitive appraisals refer to the utilitarian aspect of the
attitude (Van der Heijden 2002).  As hedonic features of
information technologies become more and more prevalent,
recent IS research has devoted more attention to the dual
nature of attitude and suggested that affective and cognitive
appraisals should be captured distinctively  in research models
(Te’eni 2001, p. 253).  In the context of online waits, affective
appraisals measure hedonic experiences with Web interfaces
(e.g., happy, good, relaxed, likable, or satisfactory).  Since
long waiting times provoke dissatisfaction, anxiety, dislike,
and unpleasantness (Baker and Cameron 1996; Guynes 1988;
Rose et al. 2005; Taylor 1994), we can predict a negative
relationship between PWT and affective appraisals (Rose et
al. 2005; Rushinek and Rushinek 1986).  Therefore,

H9a: Users’ PWT will negatively influence their affective
appraisals of a Web site.

In contrast, cognitive appraisals constitute the utilitarian
aspect of the attitude which relates to its value to an
individual (Batra and Ahtola 1990; Van der Heijden 2002).
They are evaluations based on instrumental beliefs such as
usefulness and ease of use (Van der Heijden 2004) as opposed
to hedonic considerations (such as feelings, moods, or emo-
tions) (Eagly and Chaiken 1993).  In waiting contexts,
individuals will evaluate service providers more negatively if
PWT is longer than expected (Hui and Tse 1996).  Previous
studies found a negative relationship between lengthy waiting
times and utilitarian evaluations such as performance, con-
venience, efficiency, and effectiveness (Katz et al. 1991;
Pruyn and Smidts 1998; Taylor 1994; Thompson et al. 1996;
Tom et al. 1997; Tom and Lucey 1997).  Based on these con-
siderations, we propose that PWT will have a negative impact
on cognitive appraisals of a Web site.  This logic is reflected
in H9b.

H9b: Users’ PWT will negatively influence their cognitive
appraisals of a Web site.

Heightened enjoyment refers to the pleasurable aspect of the
interaction with the software (Agarwal and Karahanna 2000).
Previous studies found that hedonic components in physical
store design (e.g., color, light, music, store layout) influenced
customers’ overall pleasant shopping experience as well as
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their positive evaluations of the store (e.g., Yoo et al. 1998).
In an online context, incorporating hedonic components on
filler interfaces as part of e-business Web sites can increase
the enjoyment of the visit and positively affect the overall
perceptions toward the site.  Studies on technology accep-
tance also support the influence of enjoyment on cognitive
appraisals (i.e., usefulness) (Venkatesh et al. 2002).  There-
fore, we suggest that if a filler interface is perceived to be
enjoyable, users will rate their overall Web experience as both
enjoyable and useful.  Thus, we propose H10:

H10a: Users’ heightened enjoyment relative to a filler
interface will positively influence their affective
appraisals of a Web site.

H10b: Users’ heightened enjoyment relative to a filler
interface will positively influence their cognitive
appraisals of a Web site.

Further, based on the affect primacy hypothesis (LeDoux
1995; Van der Heijen 2002; Zajonc 1980), affective ap-
praisals arise earlier in the human brain than cognitive
appraisals.  In other words, specific affective emotions and
general mood may impact an individual’s instrumental beliefs
regarding an attitude object (e.g., Web site).  Because
heightened enjoyment (intrinsic motivation) was found to be
an antecedent of usefulness (extrinsic motivation) in previous
technology acceptance literature (e.g., Venkatesh and Bala
2008; Venkatesh et al. 2002), we expect the same relationship
in the context of our study.  Hence we propose that affective
appraisals of a Web site will positively influence the cognitive
appraisals of the site.

H11: Users’ affective appraisals will positively influence
their cognitive appraisals of the Web site.

Finally, we posit that affective and cognitive appraisals have
positive impacts on Web site use intention.  Previous research
proposed a direct relationship between affective and cognitive
appraisals and intention to use (Galletta et al. 2006; Hoxmeier
and DiCesare 2000; Van der Heijden 2004).  This relationship
is also supported by the theory of reasoned action (Fishbein
and Ajzen 1975) and the technology acceptance model (Davis
1989).  To the extent that individuals form positive appraisals
of a Web site (both affective and cognitive), they will likely
intend to use it.  Our last two hypotheses reflect this thinking.

H12a: Users’ affective appraisals of a Web site will posi-
tively influence their intention to use the Web site.

H12b: Users’ cognitive appraisals of a Web site will posi-
tively influence their intention to use the Web site.

Research Method

Two controlled experiments were conducted to examine the
effect of (1) the presence of text and images (Study 2) and
(2) the interplay among relevance of text, relevance of
images, and image motion (Study 3) on individuals’ cognitive
absorption dimensions, which in turn affects PWT.  We
further examined the nomological networks between PWT
and overall user evaluations of Web sites using AMOS 17.0,
a structural equation modeling technique.  A total of 355
subjects were recruited for Study 2 and Study 3 (n2 = 127 and
n3 = 228 respectively).  All participants were business school
students at a large midwestern U.S. university who had at
least a one-time online purchase experience through an online
travel site.  For all studies, participation was voluntary.  Sub-
jects could earn class participation points and an opportunity
to win a sweepstake (small cash prize) in return for their
participation.

For Studies 2 and 3, we used the same simulated online travel
Web site used for Study 1, but developed diverse filler inter-
faces by manipulating the presence and relevance of image
and text, and of image motion.

Study 2:  Procedure and Design

From a design perspective, Study 1 does not provide any
specific information with respect to which filler interface
design components are more influential in attracting users’
attention and distorting time perceptions during online waits. 
Therefore, Study 2 focuses on the two most popular design
components in commercial filler interfaces, namely text and
image.  We designed four different filler interface conditions
(no-filler interface, text only, image only, image and  text) and
examined how these conditions affected users’ perceptions of
focused immersion and temporal dissociation during online
waits.

Study 2 was conducted one month after Study 1.  Subjects
were randomly assigned to one of the conditions of a two
(image presence condition:  no image versus image) by two
(text presence condition:  no text versus text) between-
subjects design.  The no-filler interface condition was the
same as that of Study 1.  The image only filler interface
condition included a Las Vegas main strip image, and the text
only condition included recent Las Vegas show information.
For the image and text condition, we included the same image
and text used for the image only and text only conditions.
The experiment was conducted in the same lab setting
following the same procedures as Study 1.
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Study 2:  Manipulation Check and Results

The independent variables in Study 2 were the presence of
image and the presence of text.  The dependent variables were
the same as those of Study 1 (focused immersion and
temporal dissociation).  We first conducted manipulation
checks for the presence of image/text.   In order to examine
whether subjects correctly recognized the presence of
image/text shown in a filler interface, we asked each subject
three questions (i.e., “What did you see while waiting for the
requested results?  [Image, Text, Nothing]”).  We found that
an average of 95 percent of the subjects exactly matched the
image and text information for four different presence
conditions, implying that the manipulation was successful.

Our results suggest full support for H2 and partial support for
H3.  A MANOVA test was conducted in order to test the
effect of the presence of image and the presence of text.  We
found that the Wilks’ lambda of the presence of image
(Wilks’ λ = 9.233, p < .001) and the presence of text (Wilks’
λ = 7.986, p < .001) were significant, although the interaction
between presence of image and presence of text was not
significant (Wilks’ λ = 1.962, p > .05) (see Table 3).  The
subsequent ANOVA test (see Table 3) showed that presence
of image and presence of text had significant effects on both
temporal dissociation and focused immersion, while the
interaction effect was not significant. 

We further conducted mean comparisons for the four con-
ditions.  As shown in Table 4, for focused immersion we
found significant differences between the no-filler interface
and text only, image only, and image and text conditions
respectively.  This finding implies that a filler interface with
either single design elements (image or text) or combinations
of visual elements (text and image) is equally effective in
attracting users’ attention during online waits.  Interestingly,
the image and text condition was not significantly more
effective than the image only or the text only condition. 
Although image was slightly more effective than text for
focused immersion (MeanImage Only = 3.77, MeanText Only = 3.55),
the difference was also not significant (mean differences =
0.219, p > .05).   

For temporal dissociation, we only found significant dif-
ferences between the no-filler interface condition and image
and text condition, and between image only condition and
image and text condition.  The first finding implies that
combinations of visual elements (both text and image) are
effective in causing temporal dissociation during online waits. 
Including only single visual cues (only image or only text) on
a filler interface might not significantly induce more temporal
dissociation than using no-filler interface.  The second finding

where text (along with image) was more effective for
temporal dissociation than image only is a rather interesting
finding.  One possible interpretation is that as compared to an
image that people can immediately comprehend, it takes more
time and effort for people to read both the text and grasp the
image’s message, thus more temporal dissociation.  Otherwise
stated, people allocate more attentional resources to reading
the text and viewing the image on a filler interface, which
may result in higher temporal dissociation than seeing an
image alone.

Study 3:  Procedure and Design

Study 2 provides evidence that individuals’ temporal disso-
ciation and focused immersion perceptions are significantly
affected by the presence of image and text within a filler
interface.  However, one question still remains:  what possible
properties or characteristics of image or text (instead of their
mere presence) affect users’ cognitive absorption perceptions?

We designed Study 3 to tackle this question.  We focus on
three filler interface design characteristics including relevance
of image, relevance of text, and image motion to examine
their effects on users’ cognitive absorption perceptions of
temporal dissociation, focused immersion, and heightened
enjoyment.  Although customized interface design has been
widely recommended in HCI research (e.g., Mathwick et al.
2010), few commercial online travel sites use customized
filler interfaces that contain the relevant design components
that meet with users’ search objectives.  In addition, despite
the advancement and popularity of Web technologies that
allow Web designers to show images in a more animated
fashion (e.g., Flash), there is a lack of studies that test the
impacts of these technologies in Web site design, and, in 
particular, filler interface design.

We randomly assigned subjects to one of the conditions of a
two (image relevance condition:  relevant image versus
generic image) by two  (text relevance condition:  relevant
text versus generic text) by two (image motion condition:
moving versus static) between-subjects design (see Table 5).
Eight different filler interfaces were created for testing our
hypotheses (H4–H7).  Pretests were conducted to select
images and texts used for manipulating the relevance of text
and the relevance of image and image motion.  We also
conducted an exploratory factor analysis to assess the psycho-
metric properties of the dependent variables including focused
immersion, temporal dissociation, and heightened enjoyment
(see Appendix C for the details of the pretests).  Through pre-
tests, we identified five highly relevant images, five generic
images, two highly relevant texts, and two generic texts for
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Table 3.  Study 2:  Tests of Between-Subjects Effect

Source Dependent Variable Sum of Squares df
Mean

Square F Sig.

Intercept Focused Immersion 1568.231 1 1568.231 915.222 .000

Temporal Dissociation 1613.024 1 1613.024 976.386 .000

Presence of Image Focused Immersion 26.962 1 26.962 15.735 .000

Temporal Dissociation 8.867 1 8.867 5.368 .022

Presence of Text Focused Immersion 15.657 1 15.657 9.138 .003

Temporal Dissociation 15.803 1 15.803 9.566 .002

Presence of Image *
Presence of Text

Focused Immersion 2.727 1 2.727 1.591 .210

Temporal Dissociation 2.852 1 2.852 1.726 .191

Error Focused Immersion 210.760 123 1.713

Temporal Dissociation 203.200 123 1.652

Total Focused Immersion 1848.188 127

Temporal Dissociation 1867.480 127

Table 4.  Study 2:  Mean Comparison Between No Filler, Text Only, Image Only, and Image and Text
Condition

a) Focused Immersion

Manipulation No filler Text Only Image Only Image and Text

Mean 2.56 3.55 3.77 4.18

n 30 32 31 34

No filler -0.996 (0.034) -1.216 (0.006) -1.625 (0.000)

Text Only 0.996 (0.034) -0.219 (0.931) -0.629 (0.288)

Image Only 1.216 (0.006) 0.219 (0.931) -0.409 (0.663)

Image and Text 1.625 (0.000) 0.629 (0.288) 0.409 (0.663)

b) Temporal Dissociation 

Manipulation No filler Text Only Image Only Image and Text

Mean 3.10 3.51 3.33 4.34

n 30 32 31 34

No filler -0.406 (0.672) -0.229 (0.922) -1.235 (0.003)

Text Only 0.406 (0.672) 0.177 (0.960) -0.829 (0.082)

Image Only 0.229 (0.922) -0.177 (0.960) -1.006 (0.002)

Image and Text 1.235 (0.003) 0.829 (0.922) 1.006 (0.002)

Table 5.  Study 3:  Research Design

Relevance of Image

Relevant Generic

Static Move Static Move

Relevance of
Text

Relevant n = 26 n = 27 n = 27 n = 29

Generic n = 30 n = 27 n = 29 n = 33
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designing filler interfaces.  In addition, we found that all
dependent variables had strong psychometric properties.  All
factor loading scores were greater than .728 and Cronbach’s
alpha values were all greater than .929.

Study 3:  Manipulation Check and Results

Before conducting the data analysis, we performed manipu-
lation checks to examine whether the relevance of image and
the  relevance of text and image motion were successfully
manipulated.  In order to establish the relevance of text/image,
participants responded to five relevance questions (e.g., “The
image/text shown in the filler interface was informative/
useful/helpful.”) on a five point Likert-type scale.  An
ANOVA test was used to verify the success of the manipu-
lation.  The mean difference for generic and relevant images
and text was significant (Meangen = 3.90, Meanrel = 4.41, F1, 226

= 7.491, p < .01 for image; Meangen = 3.95, Meanrel = 4.36,
F1, 226 = 4.8781, p < .05 for text) implying the successful
manipulation of relevance.4  We also checked whether the
image motion was successfully manipulated.  We compared
the mean difference between image motion (Mean = 4.737,
SD = 1.28) and static image (Mean = 3.92, SD = 1.481) using
two perceived image motion items (see Appendix B).  The
ANOVA test results demonstrated significant statistical
differences between the two image motion conditions (F =
19.647, p < .001) in support of the successful manipulation of
image motion.  An exploratory factor analysis showed that all
dependent variables (temporal dissociation, focused immer-
sion, and heightened enjoyment) had high reliabilities (at least
.929) and high factor loading scores (at least .728).

A MANOVA test was conducted in order to test the relevance
and motion effects.  We found that the Wilks’ lambda of
image relevance (F1, 216 = 4.300, p < .01), text relevance (F1, 216

= 6.839, p < .001), and image motion (F1, 216 = 10.319, p <
.001) were significant, but their interaction effects were not
(perceived relevance of image × perceived relevance of text,
F = 0.819, p > .05; perceived relevance of image × image
motion, F = 0.300, p > .05; perceived relevance of text ×
image motion, F = 0.837, p > .05; perceived relevance of
image × perceived relevance of text × image motion, F =
0.218, p > .05).

The subsequent ANOVA tests (see Table 6) showed that
image relevance, text relevance, and image motion had
significant effects on temporal dissociation, focused
immersion, and heightened enjoyment while the interaction
effects were insignificant for all dependent variables.  Thus,
we found support for H4–H7.

Mediation Tests

Finally, following the four-step procedure proposed by Baron
and Kenny (1986), we conducted mediation tests for Study 2
and Study 3 to examine whether three dimensions of cognitive
absorption (temporal dissociation, focused immersion, and
heightened enjoyment) fully mediated the relationships
between filler interface designs and PWT5 (see Table 7).  We
found that for Study 2, both focused immersion and temporal
dissociation fully mediated the relationship.  Meanwhile,
focused immersion and heightened enjoyment fully mediated
the relationship, while temporal dissociation partially
mediated this relationship in Study 3.  To examine the partial
mediation of temporal dissociation, we redid the regression
analyses.  First, we ran a regression by including only
temporal dissociation and PWT and found that their
relationships were significant.  Then, we ran the regression
again by including focused immersion, temporal dissociation,
and heightened enjoyment and found that temporal dissocia-
tion was not significant.  One possible reason for the partial
mediation of temporal dissociation may be that the effects of
focused immersion and heightened enjoyment on PWT were
dominant over temporal dissociation.6

Structural Equation Model (SEM) Analysis

The main objective of the structural equation model analysis
was to examine the antecedents of PWT, PWT itself, and
users’ overall perceptions of the Web site and use intention. 
 We pooled the data gathered through the surveys used in
Study 2 and Study 3, and analyzed them using AMOS 17.0. 
Before using the pooled data of 355 user responses (Study 2:
n = 127; Study 3:  n = 228), we compared all demographic
information of the two datasets and found no significant dif-
ferences with regard to gender (Meanstudy2 = 1.54, Meanstudy3 =
1.53, F = 0.011, p > .05), age (Meanstudy2 = 20.13, Meanstudy3

= 20.21, F = 0.115, p > .05), online travel site experience
(Meanstudy2 = 3.98, Meanstudy3 = 4.03, F = 0.259, p > .05), and
Internet use experience (Meanstudy2 = 3.85, Meanstudy3 = 3.91,
F = 1.617, p > .05).

4A five-point Likert scale was used for measuring perceived relevance.

5Although Study 2 and Study 3 did not hypothesize and test the relationship
between filler interface designs and PWT, we assessed PWT using the three
scales developed by Gorn et al. (2004) for the subsequent nomological
networks analysis.  Thus, we can test the mediation effect of cognitive
absorption.  However, we only examined the mediating effects of each
independent variable without examining the combined effects.

6In this study, we conducted the mediating test for each independent variable
without considering the combined interaction effects which is a limitation of
this study.
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Table 6.  Study 3:  Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Source DV SS df MS F Sig

Perceived relevance of text
TD 16.561 (1, 220) 16.561 11.242 .001
FI 25.101 (1, 220) 25.101 13.329 .000
HE 18.320 (1, 220) 18.320 11.504 .001

Perceived relevance of image
TD 14.592 (1, 220) 14.592 9.905 .002
FI 9.888 (1, 220) 9.888 5.251 .023
HE 12.622 (1, 220) 12.622 7.926 .005

Image motion
TD 30.535 (1, 220) 30.535 20.727 .000
FI 38.137 (1, 220) 38.137 20.251 .000
HE 29.025 (1, 220) 29.025 18.226 .000

Perceived relevance of text × Perceived relevance of
image

TD 1.457 (1, 220) 1.457 0.989 .321
FI .331 (1, 220) 0.331 0.176 .675
HE .001 (1, 220) 0.001 0.001 .982

Perceived relevance of text × Image motion
TD .144 (1, 220) 0.144 0.098 .755
FI .494 (1, 220) 0.494 0.262 .609
HE .064 (1, 220) 0.064 0.040 .841

Perceived relevance of image × Image motion
TD .054 (1, 220) 0.054 0.037 .848
FI 3.655 (1, 220) 3.655 1.941 .165
HE 1.604 (1, 220) 1.604 1.007 .317

Perceived relevance of text × Perceived relevance of 
image × Image motion

TD .008 (1, 220) 0.008 0.005 .942
FI .928 (1, 220) 0.928 0.493 .483
HE .470 (1, 220) 0.470 0.295 .587

Table 7.  Study 3:  Results of Mediation Tests

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4
Study 2 • Image Presence  PWT

t = 2.489, p < 0.05
• Text Presence  PWT

t = 3.651, p < 0.001

• Image Presence  FI
t = 3.911, p < 0.001

• Text Presence  FI
t = 2.987, p < 0.01

• Image Presence  TD
t = 2.363, p < 0.05

• Text Presence  TD
t = 3.115, p < 0.01

• FI  PWT
t = 4.096, p < 0.001

• TD  PWT
t = 8.839, p < 0.001

• Image Presence  PWT
t = 0.234, p > 0.05

• Text Presence  PWT
t = 1.413, p > 0.05

• FI  PWT
t = 3.505, p < 0.01

• TD  PWT
t = 8.199, p < 0.001

Study 3 • Image Relevance  PWT
t = 3.379, p < 0.001

• Text Relevance  PWT
t = 3.827, p < 0.001

• Image Motion  PWT
t = 4.406, p < 0.001

• Image Relevance  FI
t = 2.324, p < 0.05

• Text Relevance  FI
t = 3.672, p < 0.001

• Image Motion  FI
t = 4.467, p < 0.001

• Image Relevance  TD
t = 3.135, p < 0.01

• Text Relevance  TD
t = 3.344, p < 0.001

• Image Motion  TD
t = 4.609, p < 0.001

• Image Relevance  HE
t = 2.820, p < 0.01

• Text Relevance  HE
t = 3.368, p < 0.01

• Image Motion  HE
t = 4.351, p < 0.00

• FI  PWT
t = 4.903, p < 0.001

• TD  PWT
t = 1.599, p > 0.05

• HE  PWT
t = 7.384, p < 0.001

• Image Relevance  PWT
t = 1.468, p > 0.05

• Text Relevance  PWT
t = 1.551, p > 0.05

• Image Motion  PWT
t = 1.227, p > 0.05

• FI  PWT
t = 4.512, p < 0.001

• TD  PWT
t = .889, p > 0.05

• HE  PWT
t = 6.864, p < 0.001
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In addition to items used for temporal dissociation, focused
immersion, and heightened enjoyment, participants of Studies
2 and 3 also answered questions measuring PWT, cognitive
and affective appraisals, and Web site use intention (see
Appendix B).   The PWT measure used three items from Gorn
et al. (2004).  Affective appraisals employed five items from
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975).  The four cognitive appraisals
items were based on Lee and Kozar (2009).  Finally, the three
use intention items were adopted from Palmer (2002).

Measurement Model Analysis

We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to
(1) validate the psychometric properties of the instrument,
(2) examine whether the measurement model achieved an
acceptable goodness-of-fit, and (3) investigate its unidimen-
sionality, convergent and discriminant validity, and reliability.
The overall goodness-of-fit for the model reached the cut-off
value (Hair et al. 2006).  The χ2/df was 2.212 and below the
desired threshold of 3.0.  The root mean squared error of
approximation (RMSEA) was .059, below the .08 cut-off
level.  In addition, both the normed fit index (NFI = .941) and
confirmatory fit index (CFI = .967) were greater than the
required value of .90.  Finally, goodness-of-fit index (GFI =
.870) and adjusted GFI (.840) were greater than the threshold
value of .80.  Thus, we can conclude that the measurement
model fitted the data well.

Fornell and Larcker (1981) suggested three criteria for con-
vergent validity:  (1) all indicator factor loadings (λ) should
be significant at p < .05 and exceed .7, (2) composite reli-
abilities should exceed .7, and (3) the average variance
extracted (AVE) for each construct should exceed the
variance due to the measurement error for that construct.  As
shown in Table 8, all factor loadings in the CFA model
exceeded .7 and were significant at p = .001.  The composite
reliabilities ranged between .881 and .967, while the AVE
values were well above the cut-off value of .50 and greater
than the variance due to measurement error.  Therefore, it is
evident that the model meets all three conditions for con-
vergent validity.

To assess discriminant validity, we constrained the estimated
correlation parameters (φij) between constructs to 1.0 and
performed chi-square difference tests on the values obtained
for the constrained and unconstrained models.  As a result, we
found significant chi-square differences at p < .05, in support
of discriminant validity of these constructs.  As shown in
Table 9, all constructs had a stronger correlation with their
own measures than with those of other constructs.  All
correlations between constructs were less than .7 and less than

the square root value of the AVE, also in support of dis-
criminant validity.  Finally, as shown in Table 8, the Cron-
bach’s alphas of all constructs, which were all greater than or
equal to .879, indicated the high reliability of the items used
for each construct.

Structural Model Analysis

Figure 2 depicts the structural model analysis results,
including path loadings for all hypothesized relationships. 
The model successfully explained a large amount of variance
in PWT (R2 = 0.508) and overall Web site evaluations (R2 =
0.505 for Affective Appraisals; R2 = 0.441 for Cognitive
Appraisals and R2 = 0.445 for Use Intention).   Focused
immersion (H8a:  λ = -0.397, p < .001), temporal dissociation
(H8b:  λ = -0.110, p < .01), and heightened enjoyment (H8c: 
λ = -0.347, p < .001) all strongly influenced PWT and
explained a large proportion of its variance (R2 = .508).  In
addition, PWT exhibited a strong influence on affective
appraisals (H9a:  λ = -0.375, p < .001) and cognitive
appraisals (H9b:  λ = -0.450, p < .001) of the online travel
site.  Heightened enjoyment experienced through a filler
interface had a significant effect on affective appraisals
(H10a:  λ = 0.413, p < .001) but not on cognitive appraisals
(H9a:  λ = -0.046, p > .05).  In turn, affective appraisals
revealed significant effects on cognitive appraisals (H9:  λ =
.324, p < .001).  Finally, both affective and cognitive
appraisals significantly influenced Web site use intentions
(H12a:  λ = .389, p < .001; H12b:  λ = .363, p < .001).

Since this study was cross-sectional in nature, we examined
the presence of the common method bias (CMB) using a
technique recommended by Podsakoff et al. (2003), con-
trolling for the effects of an unmeasured latent methods
factor.  Our test results revealed that the significance of all
relationships in the nomological network was unchanged.  In
addition, the overall goodness-of-fit measures for the models
were not significantly different, indicating that biases were
not substantial.7

Discussion

Using the theories of resource allocation, cognitive absorp-
tion, and competition for attention, visual search, and motion
effect, this study investigated the influence of filler interface
designs on online wait.  Three controlled experiments and

7Because the model was under-identified, we conducted paired control for the
latent variables to examine the common method bias.
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Table 8.  Results of Measurement Model Analysis

Construct
Item

Loadings
Cronbach’s 

Alpha
Composite 
Reliability

Average Variance 
Extracted

Focused Immersion 

0.867

0.953 0.952 0.832
0.881

0.967

0.930

Time Distortion

0.847

0.937 0.938 0.753

0.924

0.858

0.846

0.860

Heightened Enjoyment

0.908

0.952 0.948 0.822
0.970

0.913

0.829

Perceived Waiting Time

0.947

0.966 0.967 0.9070.979

0.930

Cognitive Appraisals

0.948

0.963 0.964 0.870
0.971

0.869

0.940

Affective Appraisals

0.923

0.963 0.963 0.840

0.955

0.864

0.948

0.888

Use Intention

0.891

0.879 0.881 0.7120.789

0.849

Table 9.  Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix

 Mean SD FI TD HE PWT AA CA UI

Focused immersion 3.920 1.344 0.912      

Temporal dissociation 3.727 1.460 0.295 0.867

Heightened enjoyment 4.022 1.414 0.242 0.652 0.906

Perceived Waiting Time 2.680 1.645 -0.323 -0.689 -0.651 0.952

Affective Appraisals 4.992 1.255 0.174 0.575 0.658 -0.644 0.933

Cognitive Appraisals 4.486 1.425 0.191 0.549 0.450 -0.619 0.583 0.916

Use Intention 3.988 1.156 0.244 0.547 0.525 -0.576 0.597 0.590 0.844

*Values in diagonal represent the square root of the average variance extracted.
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Figure 2.  Results of the Nomological Network Analysis

structural equation modeling analysis were conducted to
confirm the relationships between filler interface designs and
waiting time perceptions.  Specifically, we showed how
manipulations of various filler interface designs influenced
cognitive absorption variables, namely focused immersion,
temporal dissociation, and heightened enjoyment.  In addition,
we investigated how these cognitive perceptions affected
PWT online, which in turn triggered individuals’ affective
and cognitive appraisals of the overall Web site and use
intention.  To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
in an online waiting context that explores the influence of
diverse filler interface designs on PWT.  This study is also the
first attempt to propose a theoretical model that links filler
interface design, cognitive absorption perceptions, PWT, and
Web site evaluations.  Our proposed model exhibited good
psychometric properties and explained significant amounts of
variance of all endogenous variables (approximately 51 per-
cent, 51 percent, 44 percent, and 45 percent for PWT, affec-
tive and cognitive appraisals, and use intention, respectively).

Results from exploratory Study 1 confirmed our initial
intuition that users experience more focused immersion and
temporal dissociation when they see a filler interface while
waiting online.  This finding firmly established the filler
interface as an important tool to manipulate online users’
cognitive time perceptions and provided a stronger empirical
basis for deeper investigations into the various design
characteristics of filler interfaces.

The two follow-up studies (Study 2 and Study 3) corroborated
Study 1’s results and also provided additional evidence for
various designs of filler interface and their role in manipu-
lating individuals’ time perceptions during online waits.
Results from Study 2 suggested that online users experience
more focused immersion when viewing a filler interface (with
either text or image, and a combination of text and image)
than not seeing a filler interface while waiting online.   The
interaction effect between text and image was insignificant (as
compared to the text/image only conditions), suggesting that
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a filler interface with single design elements (either text or
image) would be sufficient in manipulating users’ perceptions
of focused immersion during online waits.  Thus, our results
suggest that combinations of visual elements on a filler inter-
face are not necessarily better in manipulating online users’
focused immersion during waits.

With regard to temporal dissociation, results showed that
online users experienced significant temporal dissociation
when presented with a filler interface but only in the case
when a combination of visual cues (both text and image) was
shown on the interface.  These results also suggest that visual
cues alone (either text or image) included on filler interfaces
are not sufficient to elicit temporal dissociation during online
waits as compared to the no-filler interface condition.
Further, there was no significant difference in temporal
dissociation between users viewing a filler interface with text
only and users viewing a filler interface with both text and
image.  However, we found a significant difference in
temporal dissociation between the filler interface with image
only and the filler interface with both text and image.  These
results suggest that combination of design elements on filler
interfaces (text and image) works significantly better in
creating temporal dissociation than single elements (image
only).  One possible interpretation is that as compared to an
image that people can immediately comprehend, it takes more
time and effort for people to read both the text and grasp the
image’s message, thus more temporal dissociation.

Our results also imply that certain single design elements
(text) may be as efficient as combination of elements (text and
image) in distorting the time passage.  One possible inter-
pretation for the superiority of text (over image) as single
visual cue in filler interface design could be that users may
tend to spend more time on reading the text (which in turn
will cause more temporal dissociation) rather than watching
an image that is easy to grasp and comprehend (thus less tem-
poral dissociation for image).  In sum, image alone on filler
interface designs may not create temporal dissociation during
online waits.  Either text alone or combination of visual cues
(text and image) as design characteristics of filler interfaces
can produce temporal dissociation during online waits.

Study 3 also offered interesting results.  With the inclusion of
various filler interface design characteristics (relevant text,
relevant image, or image motion), users seemed to experience
more focused immersion, temporal dissociation, and
heightened enjoyment while waiting online.  Our results
provide theoretical justification for practitioners to design
filler interfaces that include text or images relevant to online
users’ search tasks.  At the same time, displaying moving
images is also a good tactic to manipulate online users’
cognitive perceptions of time during waits.

With regard to synergy effects, our results indicated no
interaction effect among the presence of relevant text, relevant
image, and image motion on a filler interface.  This is a very
interesting and important finding which might work against
the conventional thinking that more is better.  In other words,
results from this study suggest that designing a filler interface
with any single design component (either relevant text or
relevant image or image motion) has similar effects on users’
cognitive absorption perceptions.  Therefore, interface
designers can focus their design efforts (and limited
resources) on any of the three design elements in order to
manipulate PWT online.  As shown in this study, combina-
tions of such design elements may not necessarily be better in
PWT manipulations than each element used alone.

Theoretical Contributions

Our theoretical model, controlled experiments, and structural
equation modeling analysis in an online wait context make
several contributions to the IS literature.  First, by system-
atically investigating online wait perceptions in an e-business
environment, we expand the theoretical boundaries of online
wait research with a focus on PWT.   Although researchers
(e.g., Gorn et al. 2004) have called for work that examined
wait perceptions and behaviors of online users, few studies
responded to this call, which has severely limited our under-
standing of the online wait phenomenon.  We proposed and
tested a research model and suggested ways to proactively
manage PWT online.

Second, we identify a Web-specific medium (i.e., filler
interface) that has not received much attention in the IS
literature (Benbasat 2010).  Yet, filler interfaces are prevalent
on the Internet in various contexts, including digital libraries,
software installations, product searches, and music down-
loads. Despite their widespread use, research remains scarce
regarding their impact on manipulating time perceptions in an
online environment.  While there are abundant HCI studies
that address interface design in general, this study is one of
the first to investigate specific design issues related to the
filler interface.  This study used HCI theories (i.e., competi-
tion for attention, visual search, and motion effect) to design
the various filler interfaces and showed how these theories
with roots in cognitive psychology and physiology apply to
designs of filler interfaces that successfully manipulate
waiting time perceptions online.  This study serves as a
starting point for further research into other design
components of filler interfaces (e.g., progress bars, back-
ground colors, pop-ups, fonts, and typefaces) and their
impacts on PWT.
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Third, we bridge a gap in the IS literature by developing a
theoretical model of online wait.  Without a theoretical
foundation, previous studies on online wait simply assessed
objective or subjective amounts of online waiting time (e.g.,
Nah 2004) or treated online wait as one factor out of many
factors affecting online behaviors (Galletta et al. 2006; Palmer
2002).  In this study, we integrate multiple theories from
various domains including IS (i.e., cognitive absorption
theory) and cognitive psychology and human physiology (i.e.,
resource allocation theory and three HCI theories).  Each of
these theories has its own substance yet no studies explored
their possible synergies at either epistemological or measure-
ment item levels.  We triangulate these theories in order to
identify constructs for online wait contexts and explore new
theoretical interconnections.  Our proposed model goes
beyond previous theories in that we (1) develop a specific
Web tool, the filler interface, as a means to manipulate PWT,
(2) investigate various designs of filler interfaces and their
impacts on cognitive absorption dimensions, and (3) consider
both antecedents and consequences of PWT for overall Web
experience and use.

Fourth, by using a multistudy, multimethod design, this study
proposed a theoretical model encompassing the nomological
network of interface design, cognitive absorption, PWT, and
overall Web site evaluations and use, and empirically vali-
dated the model with three lab experiments and structural
equation modeling techniques.  Our results provide strong
support for the theoretical model of online wait as well as
practical insights into management of time perceptions during
online waits.

Fifth, we confirm the validity of the cognitive absorption
construct and investigate its antecedents and consequences. 
Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) found that cognitive absorp-
tion significantly affected technology use, but they also noted
the instability of their measurement items.  Through this
study, we establish strong theoretical knowledge about cogni-
tive absorption, hence we set a firm basis for further studies
in this area.  By focusing on system features, we manipulated
various filler interface designs and examined how these
manipulations differentially affected three dimensions of
cognitive absorption.  Thus, we validate the significant
influence of interface design as a system characteristic on
cognitive absorption and suggest opportunities for HCI
researchers to explore the effects of diverse Web interface
design components on cognitive absorption dimensions. 
Furthermore, we expand the applicability of cognitive absorp-
tion factors in wait contexts and consider the relationship
between cognitive absorption, PWT, and Web site appraisals. 
Therefore, this study contributes to theoretical advancement
of cognitive absorption both in terms of its antecedents (filler

interface designs) and consequences (PWT and Web site
appraisals).

Finally, by exploring the nomological network of PWT, our
proposed model contributes to a better understanding of
online user behaviors during waits.  We find support for the
claim that various filler interface designs manipulate online
users’ perceptions of time which in turn has important
consequences on users’ cognitive and affective appraisals and
their intentions to use the Web site.  While past research
investigated individuals’ intention to use a Web site, the focus
was primarily on perceptions of ease of use, usefulness, and
other innovation diffusion factors.  This study is among the
first to indicate that in an e-business environment, users’
perceptions of PWT are a crucial consideration for positive
attitude formation (affective appraisals) and Web site use
intention.  Thus, manipulating PWT through various interface
designs can be an effective tool to foster positive affect and
intentions.  Further, the enjoyment derived from filler inter-
face designs also helps cultivate positive affective evaluations
of a Web site.

Practical Implications

Currently, most filler interfaces on the market appear to be
designed largely based on designers’ introspection and intui-
tion, leading to irregular patterns and implementation styles.
We investigated a wide variety of current practices of using
filler interfaces online and found no evidence indicating that
rigorous and comprehensive design procedures or guidelines
are followed.  Generally, few good resources for designing
user interfaces (e.g., Apple Computer, Inc. 2008; Shneider-
man and Plaisant 2010).  These resources that do exist pro-
vide rather general discussions and suggestions and most of
them are neither specific to filler interface design nor specific
to various design elements that could be included on a filler
interface.  These observations demonstrate the need to design
and test various filler interfaces in order to better guide practi-
tioners and derive best practices based on theory.  We present
a summary in the appendices that includes (1) examples of
current (best) practices for wait management (Appendix E),
(2) descriptions of waiting screens of 11 commercial travel
Web sites (Appendix F), and (3) comparisons of recommen-
dations from best practice, observations of current practice,
and implications/guidelines from our findings (Appendix G).

Our experimental findings present useful practical implica-
tions for Web designers and Web site managers regarding
filler interface designs and their impacts on manipulating
customers’ PWT.  To our knowledge, this is one of the first
studies that provide such information to practitioners.  First,
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our findings indicate that providing users with a filler inter-
face during wait for an outcome online is significantly more
effective than not displaying a filler interface with respect to
perceptions of temporal dissociation and focused immersion. 
This is an important implication for Web interface designers
and e-business managers that clearly supports the business
case for implementation of a filler interface whenever an
unavoidable wait situation occurs online.  Thus, an unchanged
input screen is clearly inferior and a filler interface has proven
capabilities to produce temporal dissociation and focused
immersion in users’ interaction with the interface, thus
altering their PWT.

Second, our findings suggest that with respect to focused
immersion displaying either single (text or image) or combi-
nations of visual elements (text and image) on a filler inter-
face works significantly better than using no-filler interface
during online waits.  However, with respect to temporal
dissociation, our results suggest that a combination of design
elements (text and image) is superior when compared to the
no-filler interface condition and certain single visual cues
(e.g., image) but they are equally effective when compared to
filler interfaces with text only.  Thus, generally, displaying a
filler interface with combinations of visual elements (both text
and image) is the recommended design strategy for causing
temporal dissociation during online waits.  This finding pro-
vides experimental evidence for e-business managers and/or
user interface designers that they should consider a combina-
tion of visual cues on their filler interfaces in order to
manipulate customers’ time perceptions, especially temporal
dissociation.  However, if confronted with scarce resources,
e-business managers and/or designers should consider (at a
minimum) textual elements on their filler interfaces in order
to create time distortion during online waits.

Third, our findings provide strong evidence for inclusion of
task-relevant information on filler interfaces.  Relevant visual
cues (text and image) on filler interfaces were shown to be
significantly more effective than generic visual cues.  Filler
interfaces with such visual cues successfully manipulated
users’ perceptions of temporal dissociation, focused immer-
sion, and heightened enjoyment during online waits.  Thus,
we recommend that Web sites designers use such task-
relevant elements whenever possible on their filler interfaces.
One important implication here is also that practitioners
should try to understand their users’ goals and design filler
interfaces around those goals.  More specifically, we recom-
mend displaying texts and images relevant to contexts such as
travel destinations (e.g., for airfare booking), products and
services (e.g., for keyword search), features and functions
(e.g., for software installation), special offers and promotions
(e.g., for music download), and other wait situations and
contexts.

Fourth, our findings suggest that showing moving images on
a filler interface is significantly better than using only a static
image with regard to temporal dissociation, focused immer-
sion, and heightened enjoyment.  Thus, we recommend that
in online wait contexts, Web sites or user interface designers
should display multiple and dynamically changing images
rather than a single, static image.  Showing moving images on
a filler interface tends to attract more attention from users and
increase their heightened enjoyment during the wait.

Finally, the findings regarding significant influences of short
PWT time on customers’ overall attitude toward the Web site
and its use should encourage e-business managers and
interface designers to spend more effort and resources on
designing effective filler interfaces to manage customers’ wait
experiences.  Filler interfaces should be well-designed to
stimulate enjoyment and usefulness perceptions, which in turn
correlate with traffic levels and online purchases.  By vali-
dating the effectiveness of filler interfaces to reduce PWT,
this study confirms that filler interfaces are cost-effective
solutions to manage online wait over costly technical solu-
tions including software, hardware, or network upgrades.

Conclusion, Limitations, and Future
Research Directions

While our study provides important contributions to both
research and practice of online wait management, we
acknowledge some limitations as precautions for general
interpretation of our results and derived implications.

Our study may lack external validity in the subjects and
setting.  We used student subjects from a large public univer-
sity, and conducted controlled lab experiments to control for
individual differences in computer system performance and
network bandwidth.  Although student subjects likely repre-
sent the target population of the phenomenon being examined,
additional studies with actual customers in real e-business
environments are needed to strengthen the generalizability of
our findings.

In addition, because we undertook cross-sectional studies, we
gathered measures of all study constructs at the same point of
time.  Therefore, our investigation may suffer potential com-
mon method variance biases.  Even though our common
method variance test reveals no significant bias, further
research should adopt study designs that avoid this potential
problem, such as longitudinal studies in real e-business
environments.
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With a variety of design factors that affect PWT, this study
considers only two design components—image and text—and
their presentation modes.  Although using two design factors
is adequate for an initial endeavor into the effect of filler
interface designs on online waits, we do recommend that
future studies examine the effect of other types of design
components used on a filler interface.  Examples of design
components are a variety of busy, working, and progress
indicators, system messages, static and animated cursors, and
other animations.  In addition, the effect of using different
background colors, fonts and marking, various multimedia
cues, size and sequence of the presentation cues, and pro-
viding wait duration information on a filler interface can be
avenues for future investigations into customers’ perceptions
of PWT online.

As a part of the experiments, the subjects of this study only
conducted a single online airline ticket purchase task. 
Although this task well represents online waits, it will be ideal
to replicate this study with different waiting tasks and con-
texts (e.g., database queries, software download/installation,
simulation/model processing, Web e-mail file attachment) to
examine the theoretical boundaries of our proposed model.

As an initial inquiry into the effects of filler interfaces and
their designs, we did not consider other factors that may affect
individuals’ online wait perceptions including goals to visit
the site (hedonic versus utilitarian), risk propensity (promo-
tion versus prevention focused), wait expectations (high
versus low), familiarity with filler interfaces (more versus
less), cultural background (monochronic versus polychronic),
or task complexity.  Researchers should take into account the
effect of such factors on online wait perceptions in future
research.  By doing so, we can gain a better understanding of
designing effective filler interfaces that meet users’ specific
needs in different wait contexts.

In our experiment, we controlled the waiting time as 16
seconds (see footnote 3) based on 100 different travel search
scenarios and average wait times of commercial travel sites.
Thus, while we believe a 16-second wait time is adequate
(and realistic) in our context of study, we acknowledge that
this wait time may be context-dependent.  We conjecture that
a wait of 16 seconds is relatively long in an online wait
situation and can induce online users’ cognitive absorption
(i.e., focused immersion, temporal dissociation, and
heightened enjoyment).  Even though our results support most
of our hypotheses concerning filler interface designs and
online time perceptions, we do caution readers those 16
seconds might not be an appropriate wait time in other online
situations.

There may also be a need to investigate different hedonic
designs of text, image, image motion, and other features for
users’ heightened enjoyment during online wait.  In addition,
future research should also focus on refining the measures for
heightened enjoyment (e.g., designing new measurement
items beyond those of perceived enjoyment and pleasant/
interesting perceptions).

Finally, efforts that elaborate on the manipulation of filler
interfaces with diverse designs also are recommended.  For
example, other filler interface designs (e.g., multitasking
suggestion and progress prediction) for longer waiting
scenarios (e.g., software installation, game download, and
video/picture upload) can be studied.  In addition, as sug-
gested by Shneiderman and Plaisant (2010), besides con-
trolled experiments, other empirical evaluations of filler
interface design such as expert reviews, user observations,
and acceptance tests can potentially provide richer informa-
tion to design effective filler interfaces for successfully
managing online wait.

In summary, using a multistudy and multimethod approach,
we critically examined the effect of filler interfaces on waiting
time perceptions and the nomological networks associated
with PWT.  In this study, we manipulated three filler design
conditions according to the presence and relevance of images
and text and image motion, and validated their differential
contributions to online waiting perceptions.  By outlining the
antecedents and consequences of PWT, we provided a strong
basis for a theoretical model of online waits.  Overall, the
findings demonstrate strong support for the proposed theoreti-
cal model and highlight the importance of usable filler inter-
face designs for managing users’ online waiting perceptions,
which in turn can trigger positive Web experiences overall.
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Appendix A

Input Screens, Filler Interfaces, and Output Screens
for the Simulated Online Travel System

Generic Filler Interface Condition Relevant Filler Interface Condition
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Appendix B

Instrument Items

Construct Items Description

Focused
Immersion*

FI1 I was intensely absorbed in a filler interface while waiting to see the results.
FI2 My attention was focused on a filler interface while I was waiting to see the results.
FI3 I concentrated fully on a filler interface while waiting to see the results.
FI4 I was deeply immersed in a filler interface while waiting to see the results.

Temporal
Dissociation

TD1 Time appeared to go by very quickly while waiting to see the results.
TD2 I lost track of time while waiting to see the results.
TD3 I was unconscious of the passage of time while waiting to see the results.
TD4 Time seemed to fly while I was waiting to see the results.
TD5 While waiting to see the results, I forgot the passage of time

Heightened
Enjoyment

HE1
Waiting for the requested results in the filler interface was:  
Pleasant 

HE2 Enjoyable
HE3 Fun
HE4 Exciting

PWT
PWT1 Your online wait to see the requested results was:  Fast
PWT2 Speedy
PWT3 Quick

Affective
Appraisal

AA1
My overall experience with the Web site was:  
Happy

AA2 Good
AA3 Relaxed
AA4 Likable
AA5 Satisfactory 

Cognitive
Appraisal

CA1 The Web site was effective for achieving the goal of my visit.
CA2 The Web site was convenient for attaining the goal of my visit.
CA3 I felt comfortable using the Web site to achieve the goal of my visit.
CA4 The Web site was helpful for achieving the goal of my visit.

Use Intention
UI1 If I needed this service in the future, I would probably revisit this Web site.
UI2 I would recommend this Web site to others who are interested in this service 
UI3 If I needed this service in the future, I would probably try this Web site again.

Perceived
Relevance**

PR1 Image/text provided in a filler interface was informative to me.  
PR2 Image/text provided in a filler interface was valuable to me.  
PR3 Image/text provided in a filler interface did matter to me.  
PR4 Image/text provided in a filler interface was helpful to me.  
PR5 Image/text provided in a filler interface was useful to me 

Perceived
Image Motion

IM1 I feel that the image showing in a filler interface is in motion.
IM2 I feel that the image showing in a filler interface is moving.

Note: Seven-point Likert-type scales were used to measure the items above (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree) except for perceived
relevance, which uses five-point scales.

*In the no-filler interface condition, subjects did not see a filler interface and thus we could not directly use the same items to measure “focused
immersion on the filler interface.”  Instead, we used items to measure “focused immersion on waiting” (e.g., I was intensely absorbed in the waiting
while waiting to see the results).  After gathering the data, we reverse coded the items for the no-filler interface condition before conducting our
ANOVA tests.  The derived scores for both the no-filler and the filler interface conditions represented the degree of distracted attention from waiting
itself.
**For pretests of perceived relevance and image motion, we did not include the wording “in a filler interface” in items.
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Appendix C

Pretests for Study 3

Independent Variables

In order to develop the treatment conditions for the relevance of text and images, we first recruited 15 subjects who had at least 1 year of usage
experience with travel Web sites and had visited the destination city (Las Vegas) at least once.  After explaining the purpose of our study, we
asked them to identify three highly relevant texts/images and three generic (i.e., low relevant) texts/images pertaining to the search outcome
(e.g., Las Vegas).  The operational definition of relevance is rooted in visual search theory, the extent to which filler design components (e.g.,
text or image) are perceived as being pertinent to the search tasks.  After sorting and regrouping their inputs, we identified 13 texts and 17
images.  Four doctoral students examined these results and selected two highly relevant texts (e.g., “Masquerade Show at Rio – A Show in the
SKY!  What an exotic Carnival with fantasy floats gliding above the crowd to an orchestration of music, dancers and plenty of FUN!”), two
generic texts (e.g., “TravelDepot always strives to offer the best price and flight selection for customers like you.  Please wait while we are
searching for your flights.  Thank you very much.”), five high relevant images,1 and five generic images.  The same 15 subjects then evaluated
the relevance of these selected text passages and images on five relevance scales (McKinney et al. 2002).  That is, each subject evaluated the
relevance-level of each image/text by using items such as “Information (images) provided in the filler interface was informative to me”
(Cronbach’s α = .872).  According to the relevance rankings of the images and text, we derived one highly relevant text, one generic text, five
highly relevant images, and five generic images.  As we show in Table C1, our subjects noted significant differences on their perceived
relevance between relevant and generic images and text.

Based on motion effect theory, image motion was operationalized as a rapidly changing image slideshow representing the illusion of movement
(ChanLin 2000).  Images were classified into two experimental conditions:  moving and static.  We fixed the waiting time to 16 seconds (see
footnote 3 in the paper) and created five different filler interfaces.  For example, in the one-image-in-sixteen-seconds condition (static image),
only one image appeared during the 16-second wait period.  In the five-images-in-sixteen-seconds condition, five different images appeared
sequentially during the 16-second wait period.  The five highly relevant images identified earlier by these subjects were used in these interface
designs.  The same 15 subjects assessed image motion for each one of these five filler interface conditions using two perceived image motion
items (e.g., “I feel that the image showing in a filler interface is in motion”) (Cronbach’s α = .754).  The results of the ANOVA test indicated
that subjects perceived significant differences in image motion across the five screen manipulations.  A post hoc test (see Table C2) also
indicated significant differences between all conditions, except between the four images in 16 seconds and 5 images in 16 seconds condition
(Tukey HSD:  mean difference = -.05, SE = .17, p > .05).  We also performed another ANOVA test with less relevant images and found the
same results.  From these results, we selected the one-image-in-sixteen-seconds condition as the static condition and the four-images-in-sixteen-
seconds condition as the motion condition to test the effect of image motion on online wait perceptions.

Table C1.  Pretest of Study 3:  Descriptive Statistics of “Perceived Relevance” for Relevant Versus
Generic Images and Text Conditions

Relevance Description Mean S.D. F-test DF Sig.

Text
Relevant 

Las Vegas hotel & famous show
information

5.57 0.503
333.057 (1,28) P<0.001

Generic Travel site motto 3.42 0.402

Image
Relevant 

Main strip hotels and recent shows
in Las Vegas

5.22 0.600
1140.837 (1,148) P<0.001

Generic Flight attendance, meal, cabin 2.44 0.405

*Five perceived relevance items were used to calculate mean and standard deviation.  A seven-point Likert-type scale was used to measure the
items (1 = Strongly disagree… 7 = strongly agree)

1We need five high and low relevant images to design filler interfaces and investigate the effect of static versus moving images.
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Table C2.  Pretest of Study 3:  Descriptive Statistics and Comparisons of “Perceived Image Motion” for
alternatives of Image Motion

Filler Interface (J) Filler Interface Mean Difference (I – J) Sig.

1 (Mean =  1.800, SD = .455)
One image was shown during 16 seconds

2 (Mean =  3.125) -1.325 .000

3 (Mean =  4.143) -2.343 .000

4 (Mean =  5.033) -3.233 .000

5 (Mean =  4.800) -3.000 .000

2 (Mean =  3.125, SD = .341)
Two images in sixteen seconds
Image changes every 8 seconds

1 (Mean =  1.800) 1.325 .000

3 (Mean =  4.143) -1.018 .000

4 (Mean =  5.033) -1.908 .000

5 (Mean =  4.800) -1.675 .000

3 (Mean =  4.143, SD = .663)
Three images in sixteen seconds
Image changes every 5.3 seconds

1 (Mean =  1.800) 2.343 .000

2 (Mean =  3.125) 1.018 .000

4 (Mean =  5.033) -0.890 .001

5 (Mean =  4.800) -0.657 .003

4 (Mean =  5.033, SD =.611 )
Four images in sixteen seconds Image
changes every 4 seconds

1 (Mean =  1.800) 3.233 .000

2 (Mean =  3.125) 1.908 .000

3 (Mean =  4.143) 0.890 .001

5 (Mean =  4.800) 0.233 .999

5 (Mean =  4.800, SD = .592)
Five images in sixteen seconds
Image changes every 3.2 seconds

1 (Mean =  1.800) 3.000 .000

2 (Mean =  3.125) 1.675 .000

3 (Mean =  4.143) 0.657 .003

4 (Mean =  5.033) -0.233 .999

*Two perceived image motion items were used to calculate mean and standard deviation.  A seven-point Likert-type scale was used to measure

the items (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree)

Dependent Variables

We used the same measures from Study 1 to assess temporal dissociation and focused immersion, and included yet another variable, heightened
enjoyment.  As discussed in the hypotheses section, in addition to focused immersion and temporal dissociation, users may also perceive
enjoyment when they see interface design objects that provide informational and visual support for completing their tasks or moving objects
(Hong et al. 2005).  Heightened enjoyment was measured using four items from Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) (see Appendix C).  An
exploratory study with 38 business school students who have used online travel sites was conducted for these dependent variables.  All measures
showed appropriate levels of convergent and discriminant validity (Eigenvalue for the three constructs were all greater than 1; all factor loading
scores were greater than 0.728; and each item grouped well with its own construct).  Cronbach’s alpha values were all greater than 0.929
indicating appropriate reliability.
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Appendix D

Path Coefficient and Model Fit Comparisons

Table D1.  Path Coefficient Comparison

DV IV AA-PWT CA-PWT AA-UI CA-UI PWT-UI

PWT  TD -.125 -.099 -.126 -.125 -.123

PWT  HE -.374 -.347 -.374 -.374 -.372

PWT  FI -.388 -.442 -.388 -.388 -.385

AA  PWT -.385 -.351 -.389 -.372 -.370

AA  HE .401 .432 .423 .417 .420

CA  PWT -.453 -.440 -.434 -.436 -.446

CA  AA .320 .343 .356 .345 .333

CA  HE -.049 -.057 -.070 -.081 -.055

UI  CA .369 .369 .335 .392 .963

UI  AA .385 .387 .819 .646 .892

*Bold represents significant path coefficients at p < 0.05.

Table D2.  Model Fit Comparison

Model CMIN DF P CMIN/DF GFI AGFI NFI CFI RMSEA

AA-PWT 771.940 323 .000 2.390 .861 .826 .938 .963 .063

CA-PWT 745.083 324 .000 2.300 .864 .830 .940 .965 .061

AA-UI 730.576 323 .000 2.262 .867 .832 .941 .966 .060

CA-UI 737.470 324 .000 2.276 .866 .832 .941 .966 .060

PWT-UI 745.394 325 .000 2.294 .864 .830 .940 .965 .060
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Appendix E

Summary of Practices for Wait Management

Context Best Practices Source

Wait
online

A macro will perform a Wait for Web Page in Netscape 7.1 by watching an area on the browser’s
window that changes color when a Web page is loading and then wait for that color to return to
normal.

Netscape

Wait
page

A few articles mention about a simple “Please Wait …” page or how to program a component
(e.g., a progress bar) to show the percentage of completion or progress of the page loading.

MSDN (Microsoft
Development Network)

Wait
page

Show a simple wait message on a wait page. ASP.NET WaitPage
Framework

Wait
message

Selected content such as product information and announcements is provided during waiting time
of an Internet session. In one implementation, the process implemented by the waiting time
message program of the invention involves monitoring a user node to identify a web site access
request, accessing a previously stored message set, selecting a message from the message set
and displaying or playing back the selected message. The message set and particular messages
may be selected based on user information (e.g., demographic, psychographic, or product
preference information), information regarding the expected waiting time or other information.
Messages are thereby provided during waiting time that would otherwise be essentially wasted
from the perspective of an ordinary Internet user.

US Patent 5,996,007 –
Method for Providing
Selected Content during
Waiting Time of an
Internet Session

Wait
display

In a method of displaying advertising and communicating computer operation during a wait
period, a plurality of images is displayed during the wait period in a predetermined sequence as
part of an animation that indicates that the wait period is proceeding. Advertising information is
integrated with the plurality of images.

US Patent 6,304,852 –
Method of Commu-
nicating Computer
Operation during a Wait
Period

Wait
display

Traffic light countdown, crosswalk countdown, crosswalk animation Multiple cities in multiple
countries

Wait
display

It keeps the user informed during the upload process. While uploading files the user is kept in the
know with several indicators, from the percentage of the file that has been uploaded to the factors
that may dictate the speed of the upload. Even though the user is waiting, a feeling of
accomplishment can be felt when the file upload is in the process of completion.

VirusTotal Web site

Wait
display

They present how much time is left before the advertisement is over – reducing frustration
produced by waiting for ads and giving the user an understanding of the time frame left before
they can see what they came for.

Hulu Web site, ESPN
Web site

Wait
page

When users upload videos and photos to their Facebook, they are given a status window in a
new window. This status window shows an image caption which shows which photo or video is
currently being uploaded. As the thumbnails of your images flicker before your eyes you see
progress being made. In addition there is a text notification section which tells your user what is
going on. This text information allows the user to understand the process and see progress be
made as well. Finally, there is a status bar. Just was we see when loading other applications this
bar moves farther to the left the closer we are to being done. All of the indicators provided by
Facebook are developed to inform users what is going on during their wait to help provide a
better user experience.

Facebook

Wait
page

Discuss how to use busy indicator, working indicator, system messages, progress indicator, static
wait cursors, animated cursors, and wait animations at three different wait situations (levels,
lengths) – perceptual, dialog, and cognitive.

SAP Design Guide –
Waiting at the Computer: 
Busy Indicators and
System Feedback

Wait
design

Provide information on screens to create a more relaxing and inviting environment which will
decrease perceived wait times.
Show helpful reminders, facility news, and industry information to keep your audience entertained
and informed while they wait.
Decrease the perceived wait times of your clients by highlighting your products and services
while they wait.
Show specials, seasonal information, or helpful reminders that keep your communication up-to-
date, helpful, and relevant to the audience.

RoninCast – Wireless
Ronin Technologies

Wait
design

CastOven and HappyPrinter are two examples that exploiting waiting time. They use video, light,
and background music to make waiting time to entertain and augment the experience.

CastOven and
HappyPrinter
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Appendix F

Summary and Descriptions of Waiting Screens

Table F1.  Summary of Waiting Screens of Eleven Travel Sites

Site

Background

Color Logo Image Text Image Motion Position

11 travel booking

sites

Blue – 6

White – 2

Red – 1

Grey – 1

Green – 1

Yes – 11

(small and

medium

size)

Yes – 6 (all

irrelevant)

No – 5

Yes – 11 (all

irrelevant)

Yes – 10 (different

varieties)

No – 1

Middle and top-

middle – 9

Whole page – 1

Top-left – 1

Table F2.  Descriptions of Waiting Screens of Eleven Travel Sites

Site

Background

Color Logo Image Text Image Motion Position

cheapOair.com White Yes (medium

size)

No Irrelevant (flight

information,

about flight

database)

Traditional

progress bar

In the middle (1/3

size)

CheapTickets.co

m

Red Yes (small) Yes (irrelevant)/

No (a large

circle with “No

Booking Fee”)

Irrelevant

(slogan)

Animated circles

moving across as

the progress bar

Top middle (1/3 size)

SmartFares.com Dodger Blue Yes (small) Yes(irrelevant)/

No (banner ad)

Irrelevant (flight

information,

dare to

compare,

banner ad)

Blinking dots

inside a shape of a

rectangle

Top middle (1/4 size)

Hotwire.com Grey Yes (in the

shaded

background)

Yes(irrelevant)

(in the shaded

background)

Irrelevant (flight

information/in

the shaded

background)

(Updating …)

Icon-changing

(bed, flight, cruise)

and dot-moving

(after the word

“Updating”)

In the middle (very

small)

CheapAir.com Royal Blue Yes (small) No Irrelevant

(please wait,

etc.)

Diamonds change

colors across as

the progress bar

and texts change

In the middle within

an odd shape (1/3

size)

Expedia.com White Yes

(medium)

Yes (irrelevant)/

No (random ad

such as

Yosemite Park,

Puerto Villarta,

Travel

protection

plan)/(slogan)

Irrelevant (flight

information,

slogan in a box)

Circles moving

across as the

progress bar

Top and middle (1/3

size)

Orbitz.com Blue Yes (small) No (a popup ad

came up)

Irrelevant

(slogan in a big

box)

Three circles

moving across as

the progress bar

Top and middle (1/3

size)
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Table F2.  Descriptions of Waiting Screens of Eleven Travel Sites (Continued)

Site

Background

Color Logo Image Text Image Motion Position

Travelocity.com Dark Dodger

Blue

Yes (small at

the right-

bottom)

Yes (Irrelevant,

random ad –

Colorado,

slogan)

Irrelevant

(searching, add

a hotel …, Did

you know …)

No Top middle (1/3 size)

Priceline.com Deep Sky Blue Yes

(medium)

Yes (dynamic,

irrelevant,

commercial

guy)

Irrelevant (flight

information,

slogan, fine

print)

Circles moving

across as the

progress bar

Top and middle (1/3

size)

Tripadvisor.com Dark Pale Green Yes

(immediate

regular

screen)

No Irrelevant (flight

information,

searching, etc.)

Show some

results first and

animation on top

(airline logos,

airplanes)

Whole page

Lowestfare.com Dark Blue Yes

(medium)

Yes (irrelevant,

an airplane

drawing)

Irrelevant

(searching,

flight + hotel

saving, fine

print)

Moving arrow

across circles as

the progress bar

Top left (1/3 size)
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Appendix G

Comparison of Best Practices, Current Practices, and
Filler Interface Guidelines from Our Findings

Best Practices – Recommendations
from Previous Literature Current Practices – Observations

Our Findings – Implications and
Guidelines

Provide a filler screen while users wait

No specific best practices found with respect to

providing a filler screen while users wait in the

online environment. – No recommendations

There are some best practices for managing

waiting time in a physical environment.

1. RoninCast: Wireless Ronin Technologies –

Providing information on TV screens to

create a more relaxing and inviting

environment which will decrease perceived

wait times.

2. CastOven and HappyPrinter – Using video,

light, and background music to entertain

users during waiting time and augment their

experience.

No clear guideline for the use of a filler

screen – No uniform use of a filler screen

during users’ wait.

1. Hulu Web site and ESPN Web site – No

new “wait page” is displayed. They

present how much time is left before the

advertisement is over on the existing

page.

2. Facebook – When users upload videos

and photos to their Facebook, they are

given a “status window” in a new

window.

3. Numerous major travel Web sites –

Displaying a “wait page” with a variety

of design.

4. MSDN (Microsoft Development

Network) – A few articles mention about

a simple “Please Wait …” page.

Our findings indicate that providing a filler

screen while users wait for their requested

results is significantly effective than not

displaying a filler screen with respect to

reducing perceived waiting time. 

ö Web sites or user interface designers

should implement a filler screen

whenever an unavoidable wait situation

occurs.

Design a filler screen with text and/or image

1. Shneiderman and Plaisant (2010),

Designing the User Interface: Strategies for

Effective Human-Computer Interaction, and

Apple Computer Inc. (2008), “Apple Human

Interface Guidelines” – Designing user inter-

face in general where general discussions

and suggestions are provided and most of

them are neither specific to filler screen

design nor specific to various element

designs on a filler screen.

2. US Patent 6,304,852:  Method of

Communicating Computer Operation During

a Wait Period – In a method of displaying

advertising and communicating computer

operation during a wait period, a plurality of

images is displayed during the wait period in

a predetermined sequence as part of an

animation that indicates that the wait period

is proceeding. Advertising information is

integrated with the plurality of images.

Almost all major travel Web sites display a

variation of filler screen while processing

users’ request. These Web sites adopt

different content and design on their filler

screen; however, these filler screens on

the market appear to be designed largely

based on designers’ introspection and

intuition, leading to irregular patterns and

implementation styles (e.g., images and

text, color, animation, etc.).

1. Orbitz.com – Showing text message

(slogan) but no image.

2. Travelocity.com – Showing text mes-

sage (e.g., searching, add a hotel …,

Did you know …) and a random image

(e.g., a place, a slogan).

3. Expedia.com – Showing text message

(e.g., flight information, slogan in a box)

and a random ad image (e.g., Yosemite

Park, Puerto Villarta, travel protection

plan).

4. Hotwire.com – Showing text message

(flight information in the shaded back-

ground) and a random image.

Our findings suggest that displaying visual

elements (such as text or image) on a filler

interface works significantly better than

using no such design elements with respect

to reducing perceived waiting time. 

ö Web sites or user interface designers

should consider adding basic visual cues

(text or image) on their filler interfaces in

order to manipulate customers’ time

perceptions.
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Best Practices – Recommendations
from Previous Literature Current Practices – Observations

Our Findings – Implications and
Guidelines

Design a filler screen with relevant text

and/or image 

1. US Patent 5,996,007:  Method for Providing

Selected Content during Waiting Time of an

Internet Session – Selected content such as

product information and announcements is

provided during waiting time of an Internet

session. In one implementation, the process

implemented by the waiting time message

program of the invention involves monitoring

a user node to identify a web site access

request, accessing a previously stored mes-

sage set, selecting a message from the

message set and displaying or playing back

the selected message. The message set

and particular messages may be selected

based on user information (e.g.,  demo-

graphic, psychographic, or product

preference information), information

regarding the expected waiting time or other

information.

Almost all major travel Web sites adopt

different some type of text and/or image on

their filler screen; however, these texts and

images on filler screens are not relevant to

users’ tasks and purposes.

1. cheapOair.com – Showing generic

(irrelevant) text message (e.g., about

flight database) but no image.

2. CheapTickets.com – Showing generic

(irrelevant) text message (slogan) and

generic (irrelevant) image (a large circle

with “No Booking Fee”).

3. Lowestfare.com – Showing generic

(irrelevant) text message (e.g.,

searching, flight + hotel saving, fine

print) and generic (irrelevant) image (an

airplane drawing).

4. CheapAir.com – Showing generic

(irrelevant) text message (e.g., please

wait, etc.) but no image.

Our findings provide strong evidence for

inclusion of task-relevant information on filler

interfaces. Relevant visual cues (text and

image) were shown to be significantly more

effective than generic visual cues with

respect to reducing perceived waiting time. 

ö Web sites or user interface designers

should use task-relevant visual cues (text

and image) whenever possible on their

filler interfaces to assist users’

tasks/purposes and usage contexts such

as travel destinations (e.g., for airfare

booking), products and services (e.g., for

keyword search), features and functions

(e.g., for software installation), special

offers and promotions (e.g., for music

download), and other wait situations.

Design a filler screen with multiple and

dynamically changing images

No specific best practices found with respect to

providing moving images on a filler screen

while users wait in the online environment – No

recommendations.

There are some best practices for managing

waiting time with busy indicators and system

feedback.

1. SAP Design Guide:  Waiting at the Com-

puter:  Busy Indicators and System

Feedback – Discuss how to use busy

indicator, working indicator, system mes-

sages, progress indicator, static wait

cursors, animated cursors, and wait

animations at three different wait situations

(levels, lengths) – perceptual, dialog, and

cognitive.

No clear guideline for the use of multiple

and dynamically changing images on a

filler screen – No uniform use.

1. Netscape – A macro will perform a Wait

for Web Page in Netscape 7.1 by

watching an area on the browser’s

window that changes color when a Web

page is loading and then wait for that

color to return to normal.

2. Priceline.com – Showing texts (e.g.,

flight information, slogan, fine print) and

dynamic images (e.g., a series of

images of Priceline “commercial guy”).

Our findings suggest that showing moving

images on a filler interface is significantly

better than using only a static image with

respect to reducing perceived waiting time. 

ö Web sites or user interface designers

should display multiple and dynamically

changing images instead of just one

static image.
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